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**Title word cross-reference**

#55 [Och09]. #59 [Cha09].  
+ [BMV03], −1/2, 1/2, 3/2, 5/2 [Mac98]. 1 [WKM04], 1/2 [PS08]. $145.00$ [Art98a]. 2 [BKRG22, CMV09, RBS93a]. $22.50$ [Art99a, Art99b]. $24.95$ [Eme94, Art96a]. 3 [BCE93, Fuj95, SC19]. $50.00$ [Art98b].  
$65$ [Art03]. 2 [FGCG94], $29$ [SSLG91].  
$40$ Ar [Xu93], $40$ Ar, $39$ Ar [Xu93]. (R) [LS04].  
$S$ [Lav91], $a$ [Jon92b]. $AXB^T + CXD^T = E$ [Hop02, GWL+92], $B$ [Lai92a, Lai92b].  
$BR[B \rightarrow Xs_{y}]$ [DGS08]. $C^1$ [Ren04]. $D$ [CHM91]. $\ell$ [KTMB02]. $F$ [AS93, BKRG22]. $f = 1$ [BKRG22]. $F_{-}$ [NSJD98]. $L_1$ [Dem03]. $N$ [Hig93a]. $p^{n}_{1/2+r}(x)$ [GST12]. $\pi$ [KS12]. $\psi$ [Air04]. $q$ [CHM91]. $R^3$ [MC96]. $SU(3)$ [BW12], $t$ [Som98]. $U(a, x)$ [GST06a, GST06b]. $V(a, x)$ [GST06a, GST06b]. $\varphi$ [Koi09]. $W(a, x)$ [GST11].  
-**conjugated** [KS12]. -D [WKM04, RBS93a]. -**Dimensional** [BCE93, CHM91]. -**function** [Jon92b]. -**functions** [Koi09]. -is [BN96]. -**Kutta** [GKKL19]. -**Lattice** [GAW96a, GAW96b]. -**nets** [Lai92a, Lai92b]. -**nodes** [SG95]. -**Percentiles** [AS93]. -**state** [CHM91].  
/**Fortran** [TBG02]. /**Java** [Och09].  
/re**lease** [Dig90a].  
0 [Gon01, Tay99]. 0-1 [BKK94].
Hua96, IEE95a, ABM+97, Ano94o, Ano98c, Bee01a, Bee01c, Bro03, Cha97a, CS00, Con97, DDF10, DV98, DVY00, DV01, DV02a, DV02b, Ein94, ECS96, FGJ19, Geh96, GT03, GT07, GRE99, GRW07, Jon99, KaM10, LS05, MR96a, MRC04, Moo95a, Moo95b, RMX05, RRX+08, Sch99, Sch03, Sun05, Tay97, ANS95, vWAH+02, vH06, vH10, Hn06, Hn06, Iha06, Sch07].

95-007R1 [W95, ANS95].

95/2003 [MRC04, RMX05, RRX+08].

9593-1 [IEC90, ISO90].

9593-1-1990 [Ame97a].

96 [ACM96a, ACM96b, IEE96].

961 [BSV16].

9th [IEE95a].

= [Gom90b, RD91].


ABBPACK [MKFB92]. ABD [AR06].

ABDPACK [MKFB92]. Abel [WJ94].

Aberth [Bin96]. Abilities [WR93]. ability [Cho91, TJ90].

Absoft [Ano96b]. Abstract [CS90b, SW94, SKP91, CM91, MKS+96, SKM94]. Abstracting [Lor19].

Abstraction [Sug95, CS90b, RRX+08]. abstracts [Sch93b]. accelerated [iSYS12].

accelerating [SIO502]. Acceleration [HJ97, HE13]. Accelerators [AC17].

Access [Ham93, KN95b, LP92, LP93, BK99, BxCW01, KN95a]. accesses [DSv94]. accessible [BDH+05].

accommodate [SW91]. accompany [BS91]. Accomplishments [SZAB98].

Accuracy [RB99, AK96, DV00, Nak90]. accurate [PG10, Wal93b]. achieved [DPR94].

Achievement [MFI+94]. acid [TR991].

ACM [ACM97, Bee02, IEE02, PEP92, HOP93, ACM93c, PPP93, ACM93b, Ano95c, Kar95, RB99, Ham85, HM90, RH84]. ACM/IEEE [ACM97, Kar95, ACM98].

acoustic [NJ94b].


ACRITH-XSC [Wal93a]. Across [Bra97a, Cc03, Fri96]. ACSL [GOB+94].

ACSL-Model [GOB+94]. Activation [Ano90a]. AD [RP12]. Ada [Boo81, BH90, Cha90, FBC96, Gli96, Moo95a, Moo95b, Mor81, Och09, WBS97].

Adams [Ano98b, GCM96]. adapted [Lav91].

Adapting [Fat94, Mer92b, GG99].

Adaptive [BE92, BCR93, DN09, KK94, Mit02, AES+96, CC94, Esp98, GC03, HMS+95, SPM+94, WKM04]. adaptor [BV13, BZ94]. added [CA90]. addendum [Hew91b]. Adding [SZAB97]. Additions [HMT90]. Address [SSC00, TR96, SJ94].

Addresses [CGL+95b, CGL+93]. Adelaide [NBC92].

ADF95 [Str05]. ADIFOR [BCC+92, BKMC96].

Adjoint [GK06, GRSS02]. Adjectives [NR06].

adjusted [ZMR+91]. ADOL [GJU96].

ADOL-C [GJU96]. adoption [NDSG07].

Advanced [AMC01, Ben95, CzGM94b, CzGM94a, Don95, MKF95, MCAB+02, Tem96, Wl95a, Wl95b, BLT94, Ben99b, CMR94b, CMR94a, FSPC+02, PGH+90, CMZ95, Ano96a].

Advances [FHP+12, IEE97, Nic91].

advantage [VK93]. Advantages [Rei92c, Rei92a, Rei92b].

advective [Car93].

advice [Uni2].

Aeroacoustic [NOL97].

aerodynamic [Con92]. AeroFnc [Con92].

aeronautical [Gro91]. aerospace [MZ00, MZ01].

Affine [SSC00]. after [Met92b]. against [BSPF01, BSB+03, Ste91]. age [HK95].

ahead [Ano95d]. Aid [CT90, GV92, Gou93, Mil91]. aide [RD91].

Aided [IEE94g, OSA92, Bar92, HT91, IJCL96].

AIMS [Yan94a]. Airshed [SS00]. Aircn [Fab04, GST02a]. AIX [Int90c, Int90d, Int90a, Int90b, Int90m, IC93]. AIX/ [Int90m]. AIZ [GST02a]. al [Kon94, Ede90, Kon94, Tha93, Wu93].

Albuquerque [IEE91, ACM93b].
Alexandria [Ano94d]. Algebra
[DGL91b, DGL91a, DGL91c, DGL91a, DDH90, DCHH88b, DCHH88a, DV98, DHP02, GGHvdG01, WD98, ACIK97, CWB92, CWB94, Coor95, GL10, Jon92a, Kea92, Lan90a, LFG00, Mal91, Mat90].

Algebraic [ACM94c, DDF10, Lev95a, Sen03, Ste95a, WN90, CC98, HBG95, CM99].

Algol [Wil93].

Algorithm [ARS92, ARS94, Amo90, AFS94, BS97, BGKZ91, Bai93a, BBCH95, Bai93a, BBCH95, BCE93, Bon97, BG97, Buc94a, Buc94b, CJL97, CP93, CV94, CT95, Cas89a, Cod93a, Cod93b, Cos97a, Dem95, DLS95, DCHH88b, DV98, DHP02, GGHvdG01, WD98, ACIK97, CWB92, CWB94, Coor95, GL10, Jon92a, Kea92, Lan90a, LFG00, Mal91, Mat90].

Algorithm [BK06, BSV16, BE92, BCE93, BM99, BD91, BB91, Bre78, Bre79, BLL96, BGW93, CM90, CGS93, HCLJ03, CZM93a, CMZ93b, Cha93, WI94].

Algorithmen [EMR93]. Algorithmic [FHP12, JYS+20]. algorithmique [Robxx].

Algorithm [CFGG94, Cip90, DH92, EMU96, EMUP98, FGCG94, Ham85, HM90, HHH94, Kea95b, MJR93, MT90, ONT95, RB99, RH84, SD92, Ste95a, TDMD97, WMMW97, dSZP92, Ano97a, BID95, Dim99, EMR93, GJM96, Hop97, HMT90, LV01, Mal91, Num95, Rat95, SD93, Swa84, vPMF92, LMV09].

algorithmov [Mal91]. Alias [MHT96, NL93].

aliasing [LR91]. Align [HCLJ03].

Alignment [CGS93, HCLJ03, CZM93b, CMZ93a, Cha93, WI94].

alignments [vKS94].

Allocation [BCT94, MR93b, Tal91, CCK90, KH93, RMX05, RFRH96].

allow [Ano92b, OJ09]. alluvial [MB92].

Almost [MKFB92, Sch93c]. Alpha [Sha95, Jon92a, Sil01]. alpha-function [Jon92a].

Already [Sch93c]. Altarelli [KKK95, KL92].

Altarelli-Parisi [KKK95, KL92]. Alternate [Bro92a].

Alternative [Sha95, CMZ93b, CMZ93a].

Alto [ACM93]. AM1 [HK97]. AMAD [CA90].

AMBER [HKS97]. AMD [ADD04].

Ameo [McC95]. American [Ame90b, Ame92].

Among [SWM95, GLS93, SB91, SFB92, vV90].

AMPHAX [Cum90]. amplifier [MIN+95].

AMT [CWB94]. Analyse [RD91].

Analyses [C96, Ber92, CI98, Nar95, WCN92, YH93].

Analysis [AMC98, AM90, BH90, Cok95, CL94, DJ92, DFS95, EO91, Ger94b, G97, HK92, Harxx, HLH90, Kam90, KOM94, KKH10, LR94, LH92, Mas93b, MP93, Oka95, Pao99, RD92, SNK06, SDv98, SASH90, SF93, Ueb97, vKK+93, Afg94, A90, AZ98, Bet97, BGH96, Bl90, Bre94a, CK86, CH96, CKT85, Cre90b, DSv94, Dot93, EKB92, ...]
GV92, HK90, HIK90, IMS90b, IMS91c, IMS91g, IMS91h, KW94, KOM93, KH93, Kor99, KSM95, LPA95, Lef93, LN91, LYZ90, dLJE95, LFG00, MH91, Mas94, MHT96, Mir90, MDV07, Pao01, PBU95, PW93, RD91, SRH96, iSYS12, SZ90, SSG94, Tay99, Unixx, Zah92, vKK92, von92. **Analyst** [Pap93]. analytic [AC16, BDH05]. analytical [Var97]. Analyzers [Dya95]. Analyzing [CHL94, HMW91, LW07, Sze90, HW95, HMW93]. Anasazi [BHLT09]. Anecdotes [Tom99]. Angles [Wal01, Wal02b]. anharmonic [TS06b]. animation [UHP91]. anisotropic [KYSV95, MA90]. *Annai* [CEF95]. Anniversary [Ano93n]. announcement [SSG18, vH07]. Annual [ACM93c, IEE92b, van90a, ACM91]. anomaly [HKMC90]. ANOVA [WCN92]. ANOVA-based [WCN92]. anQCD [AC16]. ANSI [Ano98b, Ame87, AC92, A+92, Ame96, Ame97b, Ame97a, ABW92, ABM+97, Ein95]. ANSI-C [Ein95]. ANSI/ISO [A+92, Ame97a, ABW92]. ANSI/ISO/IEC [Ame97b]. Any [See04, Kahl01]. AP1000 [HDH+94, HDH+95, SIDH95]. AP87 [HM92]. APD [KP92]. API [Ins92, IEE92a, IEE93b]. APL [AP90]. apparent [CN91, Dut94]. appendix [Ma91]. Application [AS92, AS91, AAK01, BCS00, BCS01, BCO1, BGLP94, Fox94, Gar91a, Gar91b, GLPE97, Hem94, HM91, Hum00, IEE92a, JBBH93, PHHF94a, YFH97, AFAS99, AH90, Ame90a, CN94, CW99, GT92a, GT94, Ins92, Ma91, NG93, PGS03, Pel93, Sun93, GT92b]. **Applications** [ASS93, ASS95, Ano02, Ben99a, Bra94c, BCC+96a, BCC+96b, BCC+96c, BCC+96d, BCCPFO1, CNBB96, CSM94b, CSM94a, CHKM93, DG94, FGRT00, Fer92, FK95, GS90b, GS01a, Gl96, HRW+98, Ir91, JPE20, Jou95, KF92c, KSW93, LK93a, McD93, Nat00, Oku95, Pas95, RRM+15, RZ94b, SN94, Yan95, AAS93, All93, BLT94, Ben99b, Ben00, Bra94d, BCC+97a, BCC+97b, BxCW01, BMV03, BSB+03, Cen91, Cha94a, CMZ94b, CMZ94a, CMVZ94, CMZ95, DDeMR96, DSZ94, DKMS91, Don95, FGBP919, FG93, GBR15, GS90a, GH95, GR92, HZ99, IMS91b, IMS91f, IMS91d, IMS91e, KF93b, Law01, MM94, MZ00, MZ01, NBC92, PD96, Rap90, RBS93a, RBS93b, SRH96, SM02a, SFKL02, SIOS02, TMD13, YYX+07]. applicative [OM90]. Applied [EK01, Glo91b, JSW93, KaM10, MA18, Mat90, Lev94]. **Apppins** [KF92a]. Applying [CC93]. Appreciation [Rei96b]. Approach [ASS95, BCFH93, CS90a, CL93, HJ98, Jez93, Schxx, BC97, BCF+94c, BHS92, CK86, EKC95, GBC92, HM92, KHS94, SS09, Wag94, WW94, WTW90]. Approaches [CC93, SM02b, Rei97]. approche [LMG95, Lig93]. Approximants [CIL97]. Approximate [PPR97, RFS98, ADD04, FPR01, Has06, Hop03, RPL96, RR99]. Approximating [Gre90]. Approximation [BH92, Dem97, Dem07, MSA03, MKC92]. approximations [Mac96b]. apps [Ano92b]. APR [Wag94]. April [CKMU94, DR94a, Fri94, GH94a, GH94b, GH94c, IEE95a, IEE96, KSW93, Sie94a, Sie94b]. aquifer [MSZ90]. Arbitrary [Cap98, Ves91, Ple93, vH06, vH07, vH10]. arbitrary-order [vH06, vH07, vH10]. Arcosine [HFT97]. archetypal [HKM98]. Architectural [Ano94a, CHKM93, HDH+94, HDH+95]. Architecture [AAC+04, Ano93b, MS94, AHJS90, BT91, CMVZ94, Par86, WMCU97, YYX+07]. Architectures [BKP93, HHK94, Mer92b, Sab95, TLS91, BZ99, CGS94, HMP94, Lan90a, TLS90, ZCP95, vPMF92]. Arcsine [HFT97]. area [BDH+05, Deu90]. ARGON.89 [BOPC05]. Argonne
[BRH90, KLM91]. Argonne/GMD
[BRH90]. Argument
[Amo90, Kod08, Kod11, GST04a].
Arguments [NPB92, Tho13, GST04b].
ARIMA
[Bel11]. Arising
[MKF92, WW90]. Arithmetic
[Bon90, Bre78, Bre79, BHY80, CT90, Cse99, Knu95, Oku95, Sch99, Smi91, Smi98, SP91a, SP91b, Sun05, TOML04, VCV97b, AH92, AAK01, BBZ95, EP92, HM92, Sch03, Smi01, VCV97a, Vig93].
Arithmetics [FGG09, FGGL05].
Arles [Van95].
Arlington [IEE92c].
ARLOSS [Xu93].
Array
[Ber91a, CGS93, Mey01, Ros93, vDSP96, AH90, Bec91, BSCV95, CS90b, DSv94, RBS92, RN07]. arsenide [SMB90].

Bangalore [Kum94]. Barbara [Ano95c, IEE95a]. Barcelona [ACM95a]. Barlow [Ano99a, Ano99b, Gon01]. Barnett [Ano99a, Ano99b, Gon01]. Basis [Ame97b, IEC97, Int97a, ISO04a, ISO04b, ISO10, Int97b].

Base [PEP92, Bai94, Bai95, BGLP94, DLM99b, For95, GGLM88, GL90, GLPE97, vHKS94a, HK594, HIM91, HRW+98, ICHG+94, MSC96, PMBH93, Ron88, SM03, TOML04, Ber92, CGL+94, CCJ93, DDH17, GV92, Ger98a, Ger98b, HW95, HZ94, Hun00, KO91, Ko109, MKS94, Nat00, Nai17, NIY+94, NOL97, Num05, OP98b, SFKL02, SSG94, TS06b, WCN92, vK94, vHKS94b, Dub97, Che91, KLV98, Sal92, WCN92]. Bases [HKS+97]. Basic [DGL91c, DGL91a, DDDH90, DCHH88b, DCHH88a, DVS98, DHP92, HL94, HMK91, WC92, S2G95, Dot93, FL91, RS92b, DGL91b, Jon93, RS92a, Sco93, y990].

Basis Set [TS06b]. battle [MWM90]. Bayes [MHDL12]. Bayyn [KKY99]. Be [VJ97a, DPR94, FTR94, VJ97b, WAL91b]. Beam [Mit93, Bec91, MKF95, QRHO0].

Becomes [Rys95]. bed [Dut94]. Began [Mey00]. beginning [Gla92b]. Bell [DKMS91, STVS91]. Benchmark [Mc95, Pre93c, PA94, SF92, Bak91, DS02, HJJ+09, KLV98]. Benchmarking [BSPF01, BS+03, Nag95, PAK+90, BGH+06].

BENCHMARK [AKOK02, MMY95b, BFGS+90, MMY95a, NNON02, VSH91, WYJ99, Cy91].

Bending [Mit93, Dot93]. benefits [Wic89]. Berlin [Hop97]. Bessel [BBZ95, CR590, GST04a, GST04b]. Best [Cip00, Dem03]. Better [BCBR98, CB94].

Between [Jéz93, Sil01, van90b, BID95, GRE99, MNZ90, MHT96, Nai17]. Beyond [AS91, HKS+97, Sch93a, SC19]. BFGS [MN11, ZBLN97].

Bibliography [Bec96b, Bee96c, Bee96a, Bee97, Bee02]. BIEMS [MHDL12]. Bifurcation [Nis95].

BILS FOR [Nie92]. Bilevel [CV94]. Binary [Nam93c, Hig93a]. Bifurcation [Ame96, DCR99a, Ins92, IEE92a, IEE93b, Par94, Coo95]. Biomech [BSPF01, BS+03, Nag95, PAK+90, BGH+06].

Bending [MWM90]. block [Phi91a, Phi92].

Blending [Ame96, DCR99a, Ins92, IEE92a, IEE93b, Par94, Coo95]. Biomass [Ame96].

Biomass [Ame96]. Biological [VBB+18, CH96]. Bit [Kar96, Ano92b, Ano93d, Ano96b, YY+07].

Bivariate [CMV99]. BIZ [GST02a].

Blanch [Err06]. BLAS [Bee96b, DDP94, DD99, DH92, DV00, DV01, DV02a, DV02b, DHP92, Hig90b, JPY+90, KLV98, Lin93, MKF90, Per93, Phi91a, She92].

BLAST [Ano96b]. blend [Cra95]. Blinn [Bli94].

Blitz [AJSF14]. Block [ASS92, ASS95, DDP94, DH92, HMK91, MKF92, CH98, GRW97, HC08, Koi90, LQ+07, S2G95, VRT97, WO96].

Block-Averaging [HCO8, VRT97, WO96]. block-sparse [S2G95]. Blocked [DD99, vMF92]. Blocks [BDK91, Que00, Deu90]. bodies [CA90, Raj95].

body [CZ10, MB95, MM02, ADB94]. Bondi [Rib02].

Book [Ano96a, Ano97a, Ano98a, Ano98b, Ano99a, Ano99b, Ano03, BCM99, Duh97, Eme94, EMU98, GMC96b, GMC96c, GMC96d, GMC96f, GMC96e, Gen06, Gla92a, HIl06, Hop97, Ila06, KG99, Kon94, Kri86, Lev98, Loc98, Mar98, Rag95, Sch07, Sch91b, Tay99, TDM97, UMM94, V+93, Wei94].
Characterization [Vaj92, Ber92].
characterized [AF92]. charge [Spe94].
Charles [Eme94, Rag95, UMM94].
Charleston [ACM93c]. CHARMM
[HKS+97]. Chebyshev [BD91]. CHECK
[LCC+03]. checkerboard [BW12].
checking [LCC+03]. Chemical [Cok95,
EK01, HKS+97, Lar93, SSLG91, WRL90].
Chemistry [GDS94, AFAS99]. Chemkin
[Ano97c, Bra97c]. CHEMSHIFT [SSLG91].
Chenies [Eme94]. Chichester
[Ano96b, Ano99a, Ano99b, Gon01].
CHICOM [GHN19]. Chief [Ano94c].
China [IEE97]. Chip [Kul95]. Chislennoe
[AZ90]. Chivers [GMc96b]. CHIWEI
[GH18]. chobo [nY90]. choice [AJJF14].
Cholesky [GRW07, GWDL08, GWDL10,
JP95, RS09b, WAG98]. chonja [nY90].
Chonsan [KMmYsK92]. chromosomes
[WTW90]. circle [Mil92, Mil92]. citation
[CD03]. CL [LW95b, LW95a]. CL-PVM
[LW95b]. Clamped [Cap98]. Class
[Gre93, NCMF15, OT93, Hor96, PQ94].
Classes [GPS99, Que00, BB07]. Classic
[Ano91a, App91, CT11]. clay [MSB92].
Clerman [Mol12]. Client
[Ano93n, Ano96b, Sch93a]. Client/Server
[Ano93n, Sch93a]. cloning [Das06]. Closed
[TR96, MCA17]. closed-shell [MCA17].
Club [VSH91]. Cluster [CLIN+02, BID95,
CHM91, MCA17, SR95, Var97, WTW90].
classified [KSZ90]. Clustering [SSW91].
Clusters
[De98, ADB94, BMV03, BL94, SPF+91].
CM
[CC95a, HP95b, KBKT94, MM94, NOL97,
SMG91, Sab92, Sab94, Sai95, SOP93, Thi91].
CM-2 [CC95a]. CM-5 [HP95b, KBKT94].
CMFT [PRS99]. CMS
[Int90h, Int90n, IBM91a, Int91f]. CNDO
[SS09]. CNDO/2 [SS09]. CO
[Ano03, NRK98, PTS92, Rei02, RN07, CD03,
TOC18, Ano94]. BCS00, BCS01, BCO1,
CDMC06, MDV07, NR98a, NR98b, Num05, Wal02a. Co-array [NRK98, Rei02, CD03, TOC18, BCS00, BCS01, BC01, MDV07, NR98a, NR98b, Num05, Wal02a, CDMC06]. Co-arrays [RN07, Co-Current [PT92]. Coarray [FGBN19, GBR15, YBMCB14].

Coarrays [RN07]. Co-Current [PTS92]. Coarray [FGBN19, GBR15, YBMCB14]. Coarrays [NLE+20, RRM+15, RLS20, SC19]. Coarse [BR96, HK91, KY98a, KY98b]. Coarse-grain [NLE+20, RRM+15, RLS20, SC19]. Coarse-Grained [BR96]. COBOL [Ing90a, Sal92, nY90]. Code [AC97a, AC97b, AMC01, BCC+92, Buc94a, Buc94b, CLiN+02, CG96, DCR99b, DLS95, DR93a, DR93b, FES05, GHN19, Gar91a, Gar91b, GM97, KaM90, LSN90a, LSN90b, LSO0, MB95, Mit02, MWO95, MA18, NIO3, Pau93, PS96, RD92, RA90, SGMS97, SM03, WW92, DR95b, vWAH+02, AIS+97, ACIK97, AD994, Bee01b, BW12, BGV94, BHS92, CHM91, CCJ93, Cro90, DET12, DGS08, DKL97, DR94b, DR95a, Duf04, Eli98, EHL07a, EJLC97, EK935, FTP904, FBC96, GH18, GV92, Gao05, Gao06, GMF18, Gom90a, Gom90b, GSN98, GAW96a, GAW96b, HIK90, Hop98, Hov91, KSYE00, KLM00, KIN92, KKY99, KDC99, LMCJ96, LPI90, Mar92, MDM05, NCV96, OG02, OTH93, Pa9j09, PB95, PG10, RB93a, RB93b, RH02, SH91, SII93, SPF00, SF10, Str05, SSMW96, SH97, TY9J02, WSS00, YK90, YB92, ZZW91]. code [ZT90, ZB907, vK94, vHK00]. Codes [Adv98, ADHF96, BCC+91a, BCC+91b, DL97c, PAK+96, SWH15, UNF+08, WMMW97, AH90, dSZP92, BF92, BC97, BSCV95, Cali90, HWS09, IJL96, Kir93, Kir9, RB92, SAI95, STH94, SSS99, UZCZ96, YB13]. coding [BBB+57, FLK94, FTP904]. codon [Wri90b]. Coefficient [BH92, WS94].

Coe94a, Coe94b, CA96, Eps94a, Eps94b, Fah94, FXAC94, HHHK92, HHHK96, Nik93, O’B93, PSC93b, TBC94a, UZC97, BCF+94c, CJS94, Eps96, Hal91, IEC99, Int99, KY98a, KY98b, MCH96, PSC+95.

Compile [AS95, DCZ96, PH96, SPM+94].

Compile-Time [AS95, DCZ96, PH96, SPM+94].

Compile-Time/Run-Time [DCZ96].

compiled [GMF18].

Compiler [ASS93, AS97, BGS94a, BBZ94, BL90, BCF+93c, BMN+97, Bra00, BHM91a, CT11, DHH96a, Fri94, GMS+95, HKT91b, HKT91a, HKT91c, HKT92a, HKT92b, HKT93b, HKT94, HKv902, Jez93, Ken94a, LFK+93, McJ17b, NR06, Pad00, RVV+92, STVS91, SZAB97, SZAB98, SZAB99, SIDH95, SAC+92, TBC94a, TBC94b, TBC94c, CGS94, Eps96, Hal91, IEC99, Int99, KY98a, KY98b, MCH96, PSC+95].

Compiler/6000 [Int90a, Int90b, Int90c, Int90d].

Compilers [Ano93m, Ano02, BB96, BCF93h, CT11, IK96, KLW93, LHZ97, LHH+91, Mar90, MCc95, Nak95c, Pre95c, PA94, SF02, Sch93b, SS96, TT93, Ano93j, Ban93, BNP994, BCF+94c, CCKT86, CTS96, CC92b, Cre90a, DFR94, GB92, HDH+95, Hua96, Int92, JH86, KW94, LCD91, LY90, LP92, Met99c, Met99d, Nak95b, Nic91, PBG+95, Pon94a, Pon94b, SM902a, Sal92, SM92, Sar97, SNMC93, SLY90a, SLY90b, WFW+94].

Compiling [AKLS88, BZ99, BCF+93a, BCF+94b, BCF+94d, BMNN94, BMN+95, Ch92, D93, D97, HBB+95, HKT92c, J94, KHS96, OE92, RMCK97, SAC+92, TIUG90, YYM93, Cra90, Cra91a, DDS99, HMS+95, NN902, WM97].

Complementary [Cod90b].

Complete [Del93].

Complete [A+92, ABW92, ABM+97, Ano98b, Bee02].

Complex [Ano90, FGG09, GPS99, HFT94, HFT97, Kod08, Kod11, NB92, Sh19, S96, AC16, DHH17, ECI3, FGGL05, GST+02a, GST+02b, MSA03, BD14].

complex-step [MSA03].

complexity [BKT91].

Complying [Bak95].

Component [Bel11].

components [Av94].

Composition [HL98, MSB92, N92].

Compositional [KR94, KR95].

compression [S94].

Compress [Jam96].

Computation [ACM94c, Adl93, AMGM20, BF93a, BD96, Cre90b, Bre93, IE94a, JSW93, JZ93, Lev95a, S94, S95, Sch96a, Sen03, SB01, Sug95, Sun92b, TR96, Ueb97, Var95, WN90, YKK96, Bin96, BBDR94, BBDR95, BG94, CZ10, CN94, Eme94, GST02a, GST02b, Gro90, GDS94, HKM98, LP90, Mor81, PT93, SS90, Sre92, Vig93, Vol93, ABB+94, KT94].

Computational [BFHH94, BLW92, Com91, De94, E94, E95, Hun00, K90, NBC92, Ric06, FBN91, HF95, HP95b, Mal91, PSG03, VLY92, WTW90, ZJEP95a, ZJEP95b, PRS99, Ano03].

Computations [Ano94p, Bra00, FB12, Fu95, MFT+94, MR95b, PCS98, ZMR+91, CC94, GLS93, KNOR04, KO94, KB94, MR96b, Nak90, PDS+93, PCS99, UZC97].

Computing [ABB+91, JP95, McE06, RH94, Shi93b, BG93, Con92, EC13, FR94, KK90, Lar93, Mac96a, Sat97, SS910, SS92, SS98a, ZW91].

Computer [Ano97a, Ano95b, AH92, Bon06, Cok93a, Cse99, EPL94b, FL91, IEC90, IEE94g, ISO90, IJCL96, JL93, Knu03, KZ94a, KZ94b, Lap96, MT90, Mra94, Nis95, Osy92, Rie90, Sab92, SNJ+92, TIUG90, Ten93, vDSP96, AKLS88, Blt91, Car93, FCE02, GL10, GR92, HCD+98, HT91, Jon92a, Jon92b,
Kea92, KSM95, LD87, Mat90, Mir90, SS93, Tou84, Tj90, Unixx, vV90, Bar92).

Computer-Aided [IEE94g, HT91].

Computers [BCF+93c, BCF+94d, Che92, Dec93, Don91, DV92, FYR99, FGG09, Hud91a, Hud91c, KrB+90, Msc96, ONT95, PAK+90, Schxx, SS96, Tho99b, TT93, YRf02, ALs91, ALl93, BCF+93b, BCF+94b, Don90, Duv92, FgGl05, Ger99a, Ger99b, Hew91a, Hew91b, KRB+90, MSC96, ONT95, PAK+90, Schxx, SS96, Tho99b, TT93, YRf02, ALs91, ALl93, BCF+93b, BCF+94b, Don90, Duv92, FgGl05, Ger99a, Ger99b, Hew91a, Hew91b, Hud91b, Kks+95, LP93, McB91, PW84, Sab94, Ssw91, Swa84, Wie94, Wol92].

Computing [ACM97, ACM98, Ano93a, Ano93m, Ano97d, AH92, Bgs94a, Bgf94b, BH92, BEH+94, Bra97d, Bkr+91, CjL97, Cam13, CC95b, Cos97a, Cse99, Dgr92, Dow93, For97, FsJsd96, Fur93, Gs01a, Gst04b, Gst06b, Glo91b, Hh18, Hr92, Hon00, Iee94d, Ifi95, Kns95b, Kon00, Kon94, LP98b, Lmr97, Mac91a, Nr06, Ort94b, Ort94a, Ptm96, Ptv96, Rie95, Sab95, Ste95a, Ten93, Tho97a, Van95, Ve97, Vba95, Wil93, Yan94b, Zal11, Zag16, Ak93, Ahz90, Ano99q, Ano94d, Ano98a, Ban93, Bgn94, Bec91, Bpc94, Bd94, Bbg94, BB00, Bk06, Bou95, Bhd+95, Cel96, Che90, Cdf+93, Cn91, Cyb91, Dgr90, Dtx94, Dws94, Don95, Dut94, Err06, Fpf01, Ghr94a, Gh94b, Gh94c, Gst12, Hh14, Has96, Hlc08, Hs95, Hua96, Iee97, Ksz90, Ktr94, Nks95a, Krt98, Lps05, Lz98].

Computing [Mer92a, Mmm98, Mmg00, Mm02, Nds97, Pgl0, Pbg95, Ptv99, Pre94b, Rb95, Rbs93a, Rbs93b, Sch93a, Smb90, Tmd93, Wal93a, Wal93b, Zim07, Gno01, Lev98, Ano99a, Ano99b].

Computing [Dem06].

Computing [Dem06]. concentrations [Rkm92].

Concept [KaM10].

Concepts [Ano93b, dns97, Fors, Mr93, Nds97].

conceptual [Ijcl96].

Concerning [Mks+96]. Concerns [Off98].

Concise [Yip90].

Concludes [Coc03].

Concurrent [Bgm92, Bre92].

Condensate [Bkr92].

Condensates [Klm+91, Rpg+91].

Conditional [Air94, Eps94a, Eps94b, Eps96, Iec99, Int99].

Conditions [Eh07a].

Conducting [Psp94, Wcn92].

Conduction [SYS12].

Conductive [Car93].

Conference [Hop93, Acn93c, Acn93b, Acn94a, Acn94b, Acn95a, Acn95b, Acn96a, Acn96b, Acn97, Acn98, Acn99, Ano94a, Ano94l, BBg+95, Boh97, Bto1, Bvr94, Cgs94, Dsz94, Ein91, Es95, Fh90, Ffr94, Gh94a, Gh94b, Glo91b, Hmp94, Hm95b, Hs95, Hs94b, Hs94a, Iee92b, Iee94d, Iee94e, Iee95b, Iee02, Kar95, Krb+90, Ksw93, Ms94, Nbc92, Prs99, Rfc90, Vsw93, Ano93q, Blt94, Ckm94, Dr94a, Gh94c].

Confidence [Bsb91, Ws94].

Confirmed [Ps90].

Conformal [Kkh10].

Confluent [Np92].

Conformal [Scc99, Mfk95].

Congress [Hr92, Ksw93].

Conhyn [Np92].

Conical [Gst12].

Conjugate [L91, Mn01].

Conjugate-Gradient [L91].

Conjugated [Ksm95, Ako96].

Connecticut [Ban93].

Connection [Akls88, Bl91, Bhms91a, Bhms91b, Ccg94, Dfl92, Sab92, Sab94].

Connectivity [Rt90].

Conpar [Bv94].

Conquer [Ars92, Ars94].

Consensus [Trs91].

Conservation [St69].

Considerations [Kmg99, Lhh91].

Constant [Cckt86, Ms93a, Srh96].

Constants [Gg99].

Constrained [Fjs97, Kea95b, Mhd12, Zbl97, Cz90, Got03a, Mn11, Ren96b, Ren96a, Bmr01].

Constraints [Fjs92, Mpf93, Zt90, Zbw07].

Construct [Dp94, Ifi93, Pug90, Xh90, Mcc96, Tp91].

Constructing [Ano93b].

Construction [Fri94, Klm00].

Constructs [Abc+96].

Contains [Alo90].

Containing [Bscv95].

Contemporary [For97].

Content [Tco01, Coc03].

Continue [Coc03].

Continued [Mcg91].

Continuum [Pn90].

Contouring [Gou93].

Contrasting [Hfms95].

Contribution [Bbc98].
Control [CFGG94, Enr95, FGCG94, FJ92, IEE94g, Kra94, AS92, BMO90, Bar92, CZ90, EH07b, EP92, RBD+10, RBD+11, RKMJ92].
coupled-cluster [MCA17].
Control-[BMO90].
Controlled [NJ94c, Lie94a, Lie94b].
Convention [ACM98, ACM99, IEE94b, Kar95, FKL94].
Convergent [WMMW97].
Conversione [Anoxx].
Converter [FGMS90c, FGMS90d, FGMS90a, FGMS93, FGMS90b, FLQZ97].
Converting [AS91, FT03, Gli96, McD93].
Convex [Som98, Dem97, Dem06, BMR01].
Convex-Constrained [BMR01].
correlation [PZY16].
correlation [BH92, SD90, WS94, Ame90a].
correlation [PR91].
Correlation [CC94, CPAR-language [CC94], CRAFT [PMM94, SZG95], Craftworks [Ano97b], CRAY [Car91b, EO91, Nag90, PAK+90, SZG95, VSH91, WW92, Car92, HP95b, KLN90, KZ94a, KZ94b, Mac91b, Mac91c, MW095, Oed93, Vaj92].
CRAZY-2 [Car91b, PK+90, Car92].
CRAFT [Fox91a].
CRAFT-TR92225 [Fox91a].
CSE [MM98].
CSTRAIN [GF95a].
CTRAN [Che90].
Cubature [BE92, BCA93, Exp98, Co03].
cubic [Aki96, DV90].
CUDA [AC87, MBL+16, HE13, iSYS12].
Current [IFI95, PTS92].
Curses [Ano93b].
Custom [EFG+05].
customization [IBM91a, IBM91b].
Cut [PR91].
CUTER [GOT03a].
CUTOFF [MC92].
Cut [Shl19].
CVFF [HK+97].
CXFTV2 [Dem97].
Cycle [KK95b].
Cycles [CL93, CL94].
cyclic [HC08, VRT97, WO96].
Cydra [DT93].
cylinder [GST06a, GST06b, GST11, YB92].
cylinders [YK90].
Cylindrical
[Kod08, Kod11]. Cyprus [PRS99].

D [HKK+91a, KR95, CMV09, Car93, FHK+90b, FHK+90a, Fox91b, Fu95, Hal91, HHKT96, VHHK94a, HKS94, HKT91b, HKT91c, HKT91d, Hir91, HKT+91b, HKT92c, HKT92a, HKT92b, HKT92, HKT93a, HKT93b, HKTW94, HKT94, Ken94b, Kon92, KR94, RBS93b, SC19, Tse93, Tse97, WKM04, Wie94, vKK92, vK92, vKK+93, vKS94, vHKS94b, RBS93a].

d1mach [GG95].

dag [BGH+06].

DaCapo [BGH+06].

DAEs [CM94].

Dagstuhl [AFKL04].

Dallas [Ano94i, IEE93c].

damping [CA90].

dans [Cha94a, Gom90b].

DAP [SHCP91].

DAP510 [CWB94].

d'application [II90].

d'applications [Pic94].

DAPRE [SP91a, SP91b].

d'Arc [BLT94].

DaReL [KN95].

Data [ACG+94, AMC98, ALS91, AK98, Ano96b, Ben95, Bra00, CFK+94, CM1Z93, CSM93a, CM94b, CGS93, CGL+95b, CHL94, Dem95, Fox94, FMW+94, Guo01, GS97, HCL03, K92, KY98a, Kea95a, Kea96a, Kea96b, K95a, KNS95b, K98, KP93, LR94, LH92, M93b, M93b, M93b, Nan93c, O'B93, P93b, PHD+95, R97, Ren97b, RB99, SW90, SSC00, SR04, Ste95b, TZW+10, TR96, UZCZ96, Wal90, Wal92, Wal90.

YKK96, ZCM93, AW94, AK96, AI90, AV94, AFMP95, ABC+96, AGG+97, BK98, BM90, BG93, BKK94, BOS95a, BOS95b, Blu91, BD95, BxCW01, CM92, Cha94b, CMZ94b, CMVZ94, Cha93, CGL+93, CS90b, CM91, CP94, DVO0, Den93, Dem06, Dem07, EKK92, G90, GB92, GKH+92, GKH+93, GHSJ94, GS95, HW95, HBD+93, HC08, IEC98b, Int98b, KN95, KY98b].

data [KHJS94, KNS95a, KGV97, LYY90, Lin90, MKS+96, Mar93, Mas94, Mc91, MBFC99, MC96, MR96b, N94a, O94, OPP00, PPW94, PBU95, PW93, Pe94, PD96, Phi91b, Phi92, PSC+95, RBS92, Ren96b, Ren04, Ren09, SS90, SNK06, SZ90, SKM94, SSOG93, SV95, TBC94a, UZCZ95, W96, WC92, Y90, ZMR+91, ZZ94, GG95, BCC+97b].

data [BMO90].

data-domain [RBS92].

Data-Flow [Mas93b, Mas94].

Data-Localization [YKK96, KY98a, KY98b].

Data-Parallel [ACG+94, AMC98, CM94b, CGS93, CGL+95b, Guo01, GS97, KNS95b, PHD+95, SSC00, Ste95b, UZCZ96, AFMP95, BOS95a, BOS95b, Cha93, CGL+93, KNS95a, MR96b, UZCZ95].

data-parallelism [PPW94].

Data-structure [BCC+97b]. Database [OC94, Bet97, Che91].

Dataflow [YMM93, YKK96, Cas14, SRH96, WMC97].

date [Bee96c, Bee97, Din99].

dating [Xu93].

David [Ano96a, Em94, Hin06, Iha06, Rag95, UMM94, Sch07].

Dawn [Ano93].

DC [IEE94f].

DCE [Sch93a, LS93, Sch93a].

DCL [VKB93].

DCUTRI [BE92, Exp98].

DDE [TS96a].

DDFUN90 [Bai05a].

DDT [AGG+97].

de-allocation [RMX05].

Debate [BDH90, Can92a, Can92b, Can91].

Debugger [But95, CH94, IGHG+94, FSPC+92].

debugging [BHS92, HKMC90, SSG94, SSG97].

Dec [Bje98, Ano91c, Ano91b, Dig92, Dig93a, Dig93b, Dig93c, KLS94b, La93a, Lov94].

decays [DET12, MDM05].

December [HK94, IEE92c, IEE93c, Ing90b, Kar95, Kum94, Ing90a].

Decision [CFG94, FGCG94, VBA95, DI90].

Deck [BP92, Mil91].

Decks [NOL97].

Decomposition [DDF10, GLPE97, RG90a, SW90, NVG94, RG90b].

dedicated [GL10].

deep [AIS+97, CNP91, Co03].

defect [EH07b].

Defined [CM93b].

Defining [CM91].

define [Duf04].

Definition [NSJD98].

deflection [HM93].

Deformation [FY99, YRF02].

degree [ADD04].

Deleana [CCW04, Ren96a, Ren97a].

Delft [DSZ94].
Delinearization [Mas92b]. demand [BMO90]. demand-driven [BMO90]. Demonstration [GB92, GMHC92, PMHC92]. demand [BMO90]. Denelcor [DH84]. Denmark [DW94]. Denotational [Guo01]. dense [RPL96]. Department [Bee01g, Bee01f, Bee01e]. Departures [Ren97a, Tip91]. Diagnoses [AC17, Ano93a, Ana93b, Ano93i, Ano97b, BL90, Dan90, DG94, KG99, KKMP95b, MFI+94, NJ94c, PHHF94a, Pel93, SFKL02, Tre97, XH90, BGF+06, Che91, CKT85, DSZ94, FG93, KKMP95a, dJEB95, Mic93b, MMR92, RL91, Sal06, Wie94]. Developers [Cse99]. device [CM92]. DFN [RS93]. DFN-RPC [RS93]. dHPF [MCAB+02]. DI-3000 [Biu91]. Diagnostic [HHLS90]. Diagonal [MKFB92, vH06, vH07]. Diagram [Ren97a, Tip91]. Diagrams [NCMF15]. Dialects [GPHL90, PC598, CBW92]. Dialogsystems [Kru90a]. diatomic [PZY16]. Diego [ACM93a, Kar95]. Dies [Loh07, Mar07]. diesel [KRY90]. DIFALPHA [Sil01]. Differences [CC95a, Fuj95, Sil01, GV92, HE13, LD90]. Different [Dim95, SB91, SWM95]. Different [EL97, Sil01]. Differential [BG97, Cas89a, CC92a, CPS02, EL97, Hig91, MD97, Nak95a, Nak93b, RH94, Shi93b, AZ90, BG94, GST404, HBG+05, HIS91, KM99, LS04, Sil93]. differential-algebraic [KM99]. differential/algebraic [HBG+05]. Differentiation [BKMC96, BCP06]. DSL95, FHP+12, Gar91a, Gar91b, Hor92, JSY+20, KN94, LS90a, LS90b, LS00, Maaxx, SP91a, SP91b, UNF+08, AFBN93, CDGM96, GJU96, NR05, SF00, SF10, Str05, YB13, vH06, vH07, vH10]. differentiation-enabled [NR05]. differentialsal [AZ90]. Diffraction [BRdAHK04, MDD94]. digestion [Sal06]. Digest [IEE93a]. Digit [Ves91, Kah01]. Digital [Ano91d, JS93, Ple93, Tre97, ALO94a, BLWW95, ED99]. digitised [SHCP91]. dike [CNP91]. dilute [TS06b]. Dimensional [BCE93, BM99, CLiN+02, DM90, BSCV95, CRS90, CHM91, CA90, El98, Gao06].
GF95a, Gou93, GMHC92, Heu90, KS12, Og02, PMHC92, PT93, Ren96a, SMSY02, SRM90, SWO92, VLYY92. Dimensioned [Ros93]. Dimtest [SNJ+92], dip [McG91]. dipolar [KYSV+95]. dipping [FYR99, YRF02]. Dirac [Mac98]. Direct [DR93a, DR93b, Ham93, MMV95, DR95b, DR94b, DR95a, HWS09, SWH15]. directional [Lai92a, Lai92b]. Directions [Bod94, IFI95, Sav95]. directives [BCF+93a, BC19]. directly [BG93]. Directory [PMBH93]. Directory-Based [PMBH93]. Discovering [CT90]. discovery [BD93]. Discrete [Ano90a, FJ92, SM95, Dem97, Kir93, Kir98, Nan93a, Ren03, Tor10]. Discrete-Time [DR93a]. discretization [Gao05]. discretization-theory [Gao05]. Discretized [BB91]. Discussing [Coe96]. discussion [BBF+92]. disordered [LZL11]. Dispatcher [Mac90]. dispersions [ZZSW19]. displacement [FR94]. displacements [Ude91]. display [PB095]. DISPMODULE [Jon99]. distance [MNZ90, ZBW07]. Distributed [AW94, BR96, BCF+93c, BCF+94d, BMNN94, BMN+97, CL97, CM91, CZM93a, CH94, DCZ96, Ger94a, HM96, HKHT92, HBB+95, HL08, HK92b, HLJ01, IEE92c, IEE93c, KHS96, KMR96, KK98, LK93a, McD93, Mer92b, Nat00, O’B93, RSB97, RA90, Sch93b, vDSP96, BZ99, BCF+93b, BCF+94b, CN94, Cho92, CEF+95, CK91, DSV94, DR94a, GHS94, Hal91, HM93, HKT91b, HKT91d, HKT92c, HMS+95, IEE97, KN95, KMR+97, KHS95, KGV97, PZA93, RSS92, SSH08, SM92, SKN06, Sch93a, TBC94a, Tse93, Wag94, WW95, W94, YO95, Yu01, ZA93, vPMF92]. Distributed-Memory [Ger94a, HKT92b, KHS96, KMR96, KK98, HBB+95, RA90, BZ99, Cho92, GHS94, Hal91, HKT91b, HKT91a, HKT91d, HKT92c, HMS+95, KN95, KHS95, RSS92, SSH08, SNK06, Tse93]. Distribution [Ano90a, CGSS94, Gil94, Ham98, McB06, ACIK97, AGG+97, BCF+93a, CZM93b, CMZ93a, CP94, Gho01, LPA95, MZM94, Tsa01]. Distributions [CMMZ93, vHKS94a, HKS94, PHD+95, ZCMM93, BSCV93, Cha94b, GKH+92, GKH+93, LHW01, Pon94a, Pon94b, PSC+95, VRT97, W906, vKS94, vHKS94b]. Divide [ARS92, ARS94]. Divided [Dem95]. divider [Kah01]. Division [FKL94, WBS97]. DL_POLY [KSYE00]. distributed-memory [Ger94a, HKS+97, DNAD [YB13]. DNSPLIN1 [Ren03]. Do [YWS+94]. documentation [Kes92]. Doing [Koo90, Pif96]. Domain [DDF10, DRST03, GLPE97, Gao05, HE13, RBS92, Hew90a]. Domain-Decomposition [GLPE97]. Domains [CMV99]. Dominant [BS92a, BS92b, BS97]. dotCall64 [GMF18]. Double [FKKC96, LH92, Bai05a, Bai05b, Bai05c]. double-double [Bai05a, Bai05c]. Double-Precision [Bai05b]. double-single [Bai05b]. DQAINF [EO94]. Draft [Ame87, Ame90b, Fox91a, W95, ANS95, ISO00, ISO04a]. Drafted [Coc03]. dragon [Sal95]. Drexxel [Sen03]. drive [Tea94]. Driven [BFKS93b, CMKH03, NJ94c, BMO90, BFK93a]. Driver [Ano96b]. Drivers [Cod93a, Cod93b]. drop [Cok91]. DSblock [GOBG+94]. DSblock-Model [GOBG+94]. DS FUN90 [Bai05b]. Dt [Pas95]. Dt-FORTRAN [Pas95]. DTM [DH95]. dual [YB13]. Dublin [HR92]. due [How91, SH91]. d’un [Robxx, RD91]. DuPage [Bra94a]. Dusty [BP92, NOL97, Mil91]. dusty-deck [Mil91]. DVM [KKMP95a, KKMP95b]. Dybbuk [PSC+93a, PDS+93]. dyke [MM02]. dyke-like [MM02]. Dynamic [AAN+93, AMKS02, CMZ93, Cha94b, DS01, RMX05, SM90, SR04, Tal91, Teo01, Vio90, ZCMM93, AFAS99, CK86, CZ90, Kin92, KB94, Luc92].
dynamical [KLN90, Sat97]. Dynamics [BFHH94, BL91, DCR99a, DCR99b, EKC95, Hun00, Nis95, WBS97, BCS01, Cre90b, EFG$^+$05, HF95, KSYE00, NSWP90, QRH00, SZ90].

E4 [MGH81]. Earth [Fos93, FYR99, Par94, YRF02, FR94, Og102, SMSY02].
earthquake [Gep90]. Easy [Del98].

ECMWF [HK93a, HK93b, HK95]. ecological [Lef93]. ECPSSR [Hor09]. ed [KF92a, Rub93]. Eddie [Yan94b]. Eddie [DeT90]. Edge [Hil91, Agt94]. Edinburgh [Fri94]. Edited [Mal91]. Edition [Bro92a, GWE$^+$05, Wu93, Tha93, Loz98].

Efficiency [Zag16]. Efficient [BB02, CCW04, DS01, EB98, GRSS02, HK92, JB01a, KHS96, KK94, Kru90b, LYZ90, SW94, SSS01, TR96, CCCJ92, CFPS94, DLLR96, FTPR04, GMF18, GS98, KJJ94, LMMJ96, Mas92b, Ove91, Pb90, PPW94].

Effort [Fah94]. EFGs [Spe94].
Eigenproblem [ARS92, ARS94]. Eigenproblems [BSV16, LS09].
EIGENTEST [LS09]. Eigenvalue [MR95a, BHTL09, LP90]. Eigenvalues [DGR92, LHI92, MR93b, Shii93b, BBSB00, BK06, DGR90]. Eigenvectors [DGR92, DGR90]. eighteenth [ACM91].

electronic [KLM00, SMB90, SS10]. electronic-structure [KLM00].
Electronics [IEE92b]. electrons [Hor09].

Element [AO91]. elegant [Sch91a].

Element-by-element [AO92]. Elementary [HK93c, HFT94, KJKSH92, KDDH94].
elements [Dot93, Sar00, Sar17, Var97].

Elimination [BKT91, BC94, FTPR04, NH09, PW84].
Elliptic [BD91, Nak95a, Car91a, STV91].
Elliptic-Parabolic [BD91]. Elution [PTS92]. Embedded [KA95, RFC90, FH90].
emerging [CD03]. Empirical [SLY90b, HKS$^+$07, MS93a, SLY90a, VSH91].

Emulating [Mor15, Pug90]. Enable [IF19]. enabled [NR05]. Enabling [SM94].

Enclosure [Kea95b, AH92]. encounter [Met92a]. end [Lov94]. Energies [Ano90a].
Energy [BPG94, BRdAHK04, BG93, BSS92, Ste90].

Engeln [Ano97a, Hop97, TDMC97].

Engeln-Müllges [TDMC97]. Engineering [Alt90, BPG94, BCM99, Bro90a, Cha94c, GS90b, Glo91b, KaM10, KM97, KF92c, Kri86, Lew94, LMR$^+$97, Pao99, Pao01, SS94, SS95, BN93, BN96, Ben99b, CC98, CKM94, Eme94, EKC95, FG93, For95, GS90a, HGG93, HT91, IEE94c, KRB$^+$90, KF92a, Tay99]. Engineers [BS91a, Bor91b, Bro95, Cha97a, Edg92, Ett90, Ett92, Ett93, Ett96, Ett97, Fon96, For97, Hahl94, HB91a, HB91b, Mar98, NL92, NL95a, NLN96, NL96, NL97a, RZ94b, Rub93, Smi94, Smi95b, Tor91, BS91b, Bor91a, Cha95b, CC95a, EKO1, GR92, NL95b, NL97b]. England [Eme94].

Enhanced [HCLJ03, IEC98b, SZAB98,
Exhibition [GH94a, GH94b, HS95, KSW93, Ano93q, GH94c]. Existing [SWW90, SF93], exits [TLS90]. Expansion [Vio90, Err06], expect [Ano93j].

Experience [HK90, Hig90a, Ola92, OE92, Sou91a, Sou91b, BC19]. Experiences [AS91, CNBB96, CDMC06, Ein96, HHK+93, HLL90, HKT93b, SAC+92, HKT93a, Saa95].

experimental [FBC96, Hen94, SS93].

Explicitly [PZY16]. exploitation [JA92].
BH90, Con91, Calh90, CV94, CM92, Can91, CD92, CK90, Car90, Cas89a, CC92a, CMP02, Cha95b, Che90, Che91, CHM91, Che95, CC98, CFFG94, CN90, Cod93a, Cod93b, Co93, Coh90, CS90b, CJPA94, CA90, Con92, CHL94, Con90, Co94, CS90c, CSS90a, CSS90b, CS91, CSS91, Cra95, Cre90a, Cro90, Cro91, Cum90, Di90b, Car93, CB95, DeT90, Deu90, DGL91c, DGL91a, DGR92, DDS99].

FORTRAN

[Dot93, DH95, DM90, D90, Dut94, ES93b, Ells1, EM93, EP87, EK95, FJ87, FL91, FT91, FGCG94, FR94, FRR99, FPR91, FC95, FHE95, FCG94, GL90, Mer91, GWL92, GS90a, Gep90, GF95a, Gil91b, Gil91a, Gil94, Gil90, Gom90a, Gom90b, GS98, GT92a, GT94, Go90a, Go90c, Go90e, Goo90f, Goo90d, Goo90b, GMM92, Gou93, GMH92, Hew90a, Hew90b, Hew91a, Hew91b, Hew92a, Hew92b, HW95, HHC95, HC92, HC94, HGG93, Has96, HT91, Hig91, HW91, HM93, HP95a, HB91b, Hor90, Hoo91, HK93c, Hud91b, Hum90, Int90a, Int90b, Int90c, Int90d, Int90f, Int90g, Int90h, Int90l, Int90j, Int90k, Int90m, Int90n, Int90e, Int91a, Int91b, IBM91a, IBM91b, IBM91e, IBM91c, IBM91d, Int91e, Int91c, Int91d, Int91f, Int91g, Int91h, Int91x, IEC90, IEE90b, Ins92, IEE93b, Lib90a].

FORTRAN

[IMS90a, IMS90b, Lib90b, IMS91c, IMS91b, IMS91f, IMS91d, IMS91e, IMS91g, IMS91h, ISO90, ISO94, Ing90a, Ing90b, IDVV97, JC93, Jor90a, Jor90b, Joy92, KP92, KRG91, KDS92, Kes92, KSY90, Kin92, Kir92, KS90, KKK95, KF90, KF92a, KF92d, KRY90, KVK92, KSM95, Kub91a, Kub91b, Kub91c, Kug92, KL92, yKxx, KDG99, Lan90e, LE98, LK93a, Lan93a, Lan01, Lar93, LD87, LM90a, Lf93, LM90, LN91, Lev95b, Lev97, LS90a, LS90b, dLJE95, LS92, LH92, Lop90, Lou90, LHW01, LP90, Maaxx, Mac90, MB92, Mai90, MKF92, Mal91, MCA17, Mar90, MJR93, Mas92a, MC91, Mc91, MC91, MC91, MC91, MC91, MC91, MC91, MS92, Mey00, Mic91, Mil92, Mil94, MR93b, MG81, Mor81, Num91b, Numxx, Nagxx, Nan93c, Nan93b, NY91, NK94, NJ94a, NJ94b, Neu91, NV96, Nie92, NVFNP93].

FORTRAN

[NL95b, Osy92, PMHC92, Pao99, Pao01, PT93, Par86, Par94, PBU95, PW93, Pau93, Pel93, Pon94a, Pon94b, PTV92, Pre92a, Pre92b, Pre92c, Pre92d, Pre93e, Pre93f, Pre94a, Pug94, Raj95, Ram90, RS92b, Rap90, RBS92, RBS93a, RBS93b, RKM92, RR92, RG90a, RG90b, RY97, Rhe93, Rib92, Rit90, Robxx, RH94, RP92, RA90, Sci93, SPS91, Sol92, SH91, San92, Sar97, SS90, SSW91, SS91, Sw90, Sch90, SG95, SMB90, SSL91, SD90, SB91, SFB92, SII0, SW91, Sm91, Sm93a, Sm94, Sm94, SB01, SMD90, Spe94, Spe93, Spe93, SW92, SP91a, SP91b, Ste90, Ste91, SC91, Sto93, Str05, Uni92, Sun92b, Sun94, Sze90, SZ91, Tal91, The90, TY92, Tip91, TT92, TOC89, Tur93, Uni93, Ude91, Van84, KB93, Vio90, WM97, Wal90, Wal91b, Wal92].

FORTRAN

[Wal93b, Wam90a, Wam90b, WS94, WD98, WW92, WJ94, Wei91b, Wei93, WC92, Wol91, WR93, Wri90a, XW95, Xu93, Yan95, YMM93, YB92, Zha92, Zee92, ZE92, ZMR91, ZZT94, Zim07, ZMP94, G92b, vV90, van90a, van90b, von92, Bee96b, Bee96c, Bee96a, Bee97, Ame90b, Ame97b, Ame92, AL92, ABW92, ABMS94, AB97, Adv98, AMC01, AIn90, AIn93, AIn04, ADHF96, Aki99, AS97, AKL88, AG95a, AFAS99, Alt90, AC17, dS92, AR06, Ana93a, Ana93b, ACIK97, An90, And92, And02, AGS92, AS91, AH91, AH94, AOL94a, AOL94b, Ana91c, Ana91b, Ana91d, Ana92a, Ana92b, Ana93c, Ana93d, Ana93e, Ana93g, Ana93h, Ana93f, Ana93k, Ana93o, Ana93p, Ana94e, Ana94f, Ana94h, Ana94m, Ana94o, Ana95d, Ana95e, Ana95g, Ana97d, Ana98c, Ana99c, Ana02, Ana07].

Fortran
Fortran
[ZT90, ZBLN97, ZBC+92, Zim92, ZCMM93, ZBC94, Zim02, ZB94b, Zos93, dSL98, DR95b, van94a, vWAH+02, vKK92, vKK+93, vKS94, vHK94b, vH06, vH07, vH10, Ano96a, Ano97a, EMUP98, Hop97, Kri86, Ano98b].
Fortran-77 [ES93b, CM92, GWL+92, GH18, GHN19, Hop02, SF93, KDDH94].
FORTRAN-90 [BRdAHK04, ES93b, Bai94, Bai95, Bai05a, Bai05b, CC92b, DS94].
FORTRAN-based [Che91, Hun00, DDH17, NOL97].
Fortran-like [Wal93a, KGV97].
FORTRAN-Linda [Sci93].
Fortran-P [DOP+92, O'K93, OPE+95].
Fortran-S [BKP93].
FORTRAN-Scientific [Kri86].
Fortran-Style [SKP91].
FORTRAN-The [Yan94b].
Fortran-to-C [FGMS90c, FGMS90d, FGMS90a, FGMS93].
Fortran-to-Fortran [KN94].
Fortran-to-Java [FLQZ97].
FORTRAN-XSC [Wal93b].
FORTRAN/ [Hew90b, Hew91a, Hew91b, Hew92a, wheat92b, Write90a].
Fortran/HPF [UZCZ97].
Fortran/PVM [MWO95].
Fortran-2003 [DLW+18].
FORTRAN77 [But95, BS91b, Rottx].
FORTRAN90 [DNS97, DPS02, DDHW96a, LJO05, RRX+08].
FORTRAN95 [DN04].
FortranD [HKT91a].
FORTRANe [Mol12].
Fortrananne [Ham93b, Ham93c].
FORTRESS [BKRG22, KRG21].
FORTREX [Jus92].
Forum [Bee02, Fox91a, DHP92, Bee92].
ForUML [NCFM15].
Four [DM90, KNOR04, Lai92a, Lai92b, MBGK11].
Four-dimensional [DM90].
four-directional [Lai92a, Lai92b].
four-particle [MBGK11].
Fourier [AI90, DLM99b, DLM99a, GHSJ94, Kam00, Kiri02, MH91, Mat90, SRM90].
Fourth [PPP93, ACM93a, Cas89b, GM97, IEE92c].
Fourth-Order [GM97].
FPS [SAC+92, Tou84].
FR14C [Num90c].
fractional [Deu90].
Framework [FHS78, Fox79, GOS94, KK95b, MMT09, MA18, RSB97, vDSP96, ACIK97, CH98, MDV07, Sal06, vK94, vHK90].
France [BLT94, Van95, IEE94c].
Francisco [ACIK97, BBG+95, IEE93a].
Frank [Ano97a, TDMC97].
Free [Ano97d, BL93a, Brah97, BL93b, BSS92, CZ10, RRX+08].
freezer [Cra95].
Frequently [Ola93].
Friend [BDH90].
friendly [CFPS94, TS06a].
Fritz [Coc03].
front [Lov94].
Frontiers [IEE94a].
Frontiers’95 [IEE94a].
fronts [EN96].
FSQP [ZT90].
Fthreads [Nag91].
fuel [KRY90].
Fujitsu [AHOK02, Been91].
Full [GWDL08, Reo02, GWDL10].
fully [MA09].
Function [BBCH95, Cod93a, Cod93b, HLJ98, KDKSH92, KDDH94, NP92, Wal01, Wal02b, Dass06, GST11, GST12, Jon92a, Jon92b, MZ94, NF93, PRS99].
Function-Composition [HLJ98].
Functional
[SWW90, SKP91, GP92, MC96, RD91].
fundamentally [Gro91].
Functioning [Nan93b, RH94].
Functions [AAC+04, Are90, CCL01, Cod90b, Fab04, HK93c, HFT94, HFT97, Kod08, Kod11, Maaxx, Mac98, MKFB92, MRR93, McB06, Nag95, Ros93, SGMS97, ShTT-91, Si98, Sn91, Th97a, Th93, Zal16, An98a, BB95, BB07, CDGM96, EFG+05, Ero06, EC13, GST02a, GST02b, GST04a, GST04b, Gro90, HIS91, IMS90a, IMS91f, Koi09, KVK92, Las97, Mac96a, PGI0, Sar00, Sar17, SSG+10, SSG+18, Smi01, XWXK95, ZA11, vWAH+02].
fundamental [HCD+98].
Fundamentals [BCM99].
Fusion
[SMSY02, RM90].
Future [Ken92b, Reo03, SZAB98, Zim92, HCD+98, MVZ98b].
G [Dub97, Hop97].
G4 [Hun90].
GALAHAD [GOT03b].
gallium [SMB90].
GAMM [AH92].
gamma
[H9K0, Smi01, Tho13].
gamma-spectrum
gravity [FR94, Lop90, McG91].  Gray [Dub97].  Great [Lap96].  Greece [HMP89].  GRESS [Hor91a, Hor91b].  grid [Deu90, RRX+08, STVS91, SR04].  grid-free [RRX+08].  gridded [MC96, Phi91b, Phi92].  Grids [BLW02, CN94, Gou93].  GROMOS96 [BCS01].  Gross [BKRG22, KRG21, KYS+15, MA09, TS06b, YSVM+16, YSMA+17].  ground [HW95, Joy92].  ground-based [HW95].  Group [Zei92, Sch94].  Growth [Gar91a, Gar91b, Ger94a, Szy07].  GSAP [HIK90].  GSL [Rap94].  Guaranteed [Nak95a, Nak90].  Guest [Hat94].  Guide [Ana93a, Ana93b, Sal95].  Guidebook [LW89, Tho97a].  Guidelines [PWS03, Cok93a].  GUIs [Bra91].  H [Adl93, BSS92, Eme94, Gar93, GMC96f, Kon94, Loz98, Tha93, UMM94, Wu93, Yan94b, Anoox, CT11, Lar93].  H. [Gho01].  H2SOLV [PZY16].  hadroproduction [WW14].  Haenszel [Nam93b, RH94].  Hague [Ano93n].  hakup [nY90].  Halos [Ben99a, Bra00, Ben00].  Halstead [Schi91b].  Hamiltonian [BBB00, BK06, BSV16, GBDB97].  Hamiltonian/Hamiltonian [BSV16].  Hampton [Wie94].  Hand [Fuji95, FTPR04].  hand-coding [FTPR04].  Handbook [A+92, ABW92, ABM+97, Num91a, Rag95, Ano98b, KLS+94a, UMM94, Eme94].  handing [ISO00].  Handling [BBCR98, CWM93a, HFT94, HFT97, IFI93, Rei95b, Wei95, ABC+96, IEC98a, Int98a, Rei95a, Rei95c, Rei97].  Hands [CS90a].  Hands-On [CS90a].  Handwritten [Dya95].  handyG [NSU20].  Hankel [Wie99].  Hansen [Off98].  hardware [SJ94].  Hare [Wei94].  Harmonic [BD14, MBBK11, PS08, STS06b].  harmonic-oscillator [MBK11].  Harness [Gli96, AH90, AHZ90, CA92].  Harray [YMM93].  Hartree [HK+97, KS12, PS08, SS09].  Harvard [Par86].  Haven [Ban93].  having [MIN+95].  Hawaii [ERS95, HS94b, HS94a, MS94].  headers [Cha09].  Healing [GWE+05].  heat [Car93, iSYS12, Car93].  heavy [SH97, WW14].  Hector [FRFR96].  Heidelberg [Ano97a].  held [NBC92].  Helmholtz [Kir93, Kir98].  hemisphere [Cum90].  HeNCE [BDG+94].  HEP [DH84].  here [JH86].  Hermitian [CS14].  Hessenberg [HD05].  heterogeneous [ADB94, BDG+94].  HI [HS94a, IEE96, HS94b].  Hiebert [NRS92].  Hierarchical [Ame97a, IEC90, ISO90, BMV03, JC93].  Higgs [DKM07, EH07a].  High [ACM97, ACM98, AMGM20, AOS94b, Ano94d, BGS94a, BPG94, Bee96a, BBZ94, BM99, BEH+94, BCF+94a, BCC+96b, CC95a, CMZ93a, CMZ94a, Cre90a, Don95, Dow93, Ein91, FJSD96, Fos94, Fox91a, FGG09, Fuji95, GS01a, GH94a, GH94b, Ger98a, Ger98b, God93, HMR+15, HS95, IEE94d, IFI95, Lin93, Lov93, Lov94, MCH96, MA18, Per93, Rag95, Sag95, Ten93, USE94, UMM94, WD08, Wea94, Zos93, Ano93q, BCM+93, BID95, Bre92, Car91b, CCJ93, CDF+93, DLR+96, DH95, Duv92, Eme94, EN96, FGG05, Jam94, Jam96, KLW98, KT00, KO94, KC94, Lee90, MKF95, OM92].
Ano94e, Ano94f, Ano94m, Ano94o, AGG
Ano93e, Ano93g, Ano93h, Ano93f, Ano93k,
ADHF96, ACIK97, AOL94a, Ano93c,
Sar97, SSG97, Zim07, Adv98, AMC01,
ADHF96, ACIK97, AOL94a, Ano93c,
Sar97, SSG97, Zim07, Adv98, AMC01,
BCC+96a, BCC+97a, BCC+97b, BGMZ92,
CLIN+02, Czm93b, Czm94a, CMZ95,
CCV04, CKZ93, Cou97, DDeMR96, DL97a,
DL97b, DS97, DZ98, DCR99a, Dz99, Eli98,
FXAC94, GH94c, GOS94, Hig92, HM96,
Han98, HBB+95, Hat94, HF95, HJT97,
HJJ+00, KMR+97, Ken94b, KK95a, KK91,
KSO2, KKKZ11, KMB96, KMS+95, KOM93,
KOM94, Koe92, KLS+94a, KGV97, KK94,
LMW96, MB95, MMY95a, Me93a,
Me93b, Me94, MVZ96b, MVZ98a, MZ00,
MZ01, MH95, Met95, MMV95, MMY95b,
MR95b, NOL97, Off98, PFS+04, Paz96,
RMCKB07, SSH08, SZM98, Sch96a, Sch97,
SNMC93, SIO92, Ste93, Tho93, Wag94,
YGS+94, YF97, Zim02, dsl98, van94a.
High-Dimensional [BM99].
High-level [Ger98a, Ger98b, Waa94, DLL96].
High-Order
[CC95a, Fuji95, AMGM20, Sar97].
High-Performance
[BGS94a, Bee96a, BEH+94, FJS96, Fos94,
FGG94, GH94a, HMR+15, IEE94d, Lin93,
Per93, GH94b, HS95, Ano93a, KL99,
BFH94, Bra94c, Czm94a, GH94c, SSH08].
High-powered [Cre90a].
High-quality [Jam94, Jam96].
high-resolution [DH95].
high-speed [OM92].
higher [CM94, KHC92].
Highly
[AAC+04, HLT97, KSYE00, PW84]. Hilton
[IEE90a]. HiPPi [JA92]. HIRLAM [GS95].
histograms [GH18, GH19]. History
[HOP93, Kin93, Lor91, McJ17a, RLS20,
Zim02, Bac98, Nan93a, MVZ98b]. hits
[Ano95g]. HiWEP [Zim02]. HIZ [GST02b].
hole [LZL11, Taq16]. Holland [Nan93c].
homogeneous [KKY99]. Homotopy
[WMMW97, SMSW06, WSW00].
Homopack90 [WMMW97]. Honolulu
[IEE96]. Honor [NRS92]. HOPL [HOP93].
HOPL-II [HOP93]. horizontal
[Coo94, McG91]. House [Ene94]. HP
[GMNN92, Hew90h, Hew91a, Hew91b,
Hew92a, Hew92b, Hew91, TOML04].
HP-UX [TOML04]. HPC
[Fox94, Loh10]. HPF
[ABC+96, Ano94g, Ano94h, AMKS02,
AHOK02, Ben99b, Ben99a, Ben00, BF01,
BWP98, B99, BR98, B99, BC93b, BCF+93c,
BCF+94c, BCF+94d, BMM94, BID95,
BZ94, BD96, B96, BCC+97b, Bra00,
BSCV95, BwC01, BwL02, BwL01, BM03,
CNB96, CMT01, CL97, CMZ94b, C94b,
CM98, CGSS94, Coe94a, Coe94b, Coe96,
CA96, Csu97, DL97c, D98, DS01, DS02,
DRC99b, DRST93, EGKL99, EGK02,
FLG01, FGR00, FSPC+02, FKKC96,
Fox94, GLPE97, GS01b, Guo01, GMS95,
HK98, HLJ01, HCLJ03, Ik96, IHKvW02,
ISkvW02, JvB01a, JvB01b, Jou95, KKS95,
KHS94, KMS+95, LZ97, MM94, MBFC99,
Met99a, MAH+02, Nak95c, Nak95b, NJ94c,
NNON02, Ogi02, OA02, OP98a, OP98b,
OP90, PSG03, PRHF94a, PP94b, PH96,
PD96, Pon94a, Pon94b, Sai95, SM02a, SF02].
HPF
[SMSY02, SNK06, Sch96b, SZG95,
SIO92, SID95, SM02b, SVD06, Svd98,
Smi95a, Sp94, SS94, SN94, TBC94b,
TCF94, TRV96, UZC97, Van94b, Vec94,
WSL94, Zim99, vDSP96, vWAH+02].
HPF-Builder [DL97c]. HPF-combined
[MN+95]. HPF-Like [Guo01, CMT01].
HPF/Fortran
[Ano94h, PHHF94a, PHHF94b, PH96].
HPF/JA
[AKH02, ISKW02, Ogi02, SIOS02].
HPF/SX [MAH+02]. HPF2 [BCR98].
HPFJehn [HJJ+00]. HPFIT
[BCC+96a, BCC+96b, BCC+97a, BCC+97b].
HPO [Dig90a]. HSPC [LM94]. HSPF
[Net01]. HTML
[Nai17]. hui [yKxx].
Human
[Gal91]. Hungarian
[Fe92, FK95].
Hungary [Fer92, FK95, Cse99]. hybrid [GRW07, LW07, Sre92]. hydrodynamic [RBS93a, RBS93b]. hydrogenic [GRW07, LW07, Sre92]. hydrologic [RBS93a, RBS93b]. Hydrological [Pel93]. Hyper [TBG+02]. Hyper-Threading [TBG+02]. Hypercube [BF92]. hypercubic [CHM91]. Hypergeometric [NPB92].

I. [GMC96b]. I/O [BLW02, LG93, LHJ91, SW94, Coe94a]. I/Os [CFPS94]. IA [AAC+04]. IA-64 [AAC+04]. IBM [BBB+94, Bel90a, Bel90b, CK90, CT11, GR92, GMS+95, Int90c, Int90d, Lin93, Mra94, Per93, Pet91, SPS+91, Sar95, Sar91, Sar97, SSW91, WTW90].


Igniting [ACM03]. II [HS94a, YRF02, HOP93, Ano94e, Bac98, BK06, BCC++97b, CM94, Goo90e, Goo90f, Hig94b, Hig94c, Hig94d, Mar92, McJ17a]. III [Ano94f, Bac98, BPG94, Hig94a, VKB93]. Illustrated [The97a, Ano98a]. IMACS [AH92, HR92]. IMACS-GAMM [AH92]. image [Lan90a, MKS94]. imaginary [GST04a, GST04b]. imhan [nY90]. IML [SB01]. immum [nY90]. Impact [BK91, Hat94, WBS97, CKT85]. imperative [BMO90, OM90, OT93]. Implementation [ACM93b, ARS92, ARS94, BCF+93c, CP93, CZM94a, CA92, DLM99a, DDP94, DD99, DGL91b, DDHD90, DCHR88b, HH18, KBKT94, KK94, LM90b, LZ97, MAH+02, RP12, Slat19, SOG94, TBG+02, Wal00, vDSP96, BRH90, BCF+93b, BMV03, CTS96, CMZ94a, CMZ95, CFMR95, CDGM96, DLLR96, DCR99a, DV01, DV02a, DV02b, GRSS02, Jan94, Jan96, KKS+95, LM90a, MKS+96, Mic97, PGS03, PCS99, QRH00, RBS92, SSO9, SKM94, VKB93]. Implementations [BCH+06, MT90, CCW04, CDMC06, GML+16, HKM98, KLV98, KM99, Phi91b, Phi92, Sui91]. Implemented [Lin93, Per93, ARB94, ARB95, PW84]. Implementierung [Kru90a]. Implementing [AS97, BBG+93, BD96, But95, DLP7a, DPZ97, DVY00, GHSS94, HFT94, HFT97, Rei93, SOP93, SD99, CM91, DN04, NNON02]. Implementor [CKZ91]. Implications [AH94, AH91]. implicit [KBKT94]. IMPLO [GT92a, GT92b]. Importance [Bra03]. improve [TJ90]. Improved [JP95, NG93, GTS12, Nag90]. Improvements [BCT94, Zal16]. Improving [CCK90, Lev95b, Sal92]. Inc. [Zei92]. incidence [YK90, YB92]. included [Ame96, Ano97a, Ano98a, Ude91]. Includes [Rub93]. Including [Cou97]. Inclusion [Air04, NV96]. incommensurate [Smi93b]. Incomplete [JP95, Tho13, PW93]. incompressible [KBKT94]. incorrect [BBF+92]. Increased [CP93]. Incremental [KHS95, SAS90, EK95]. increments [BCT94, Zag16]. Incidental [BG92, HR92]. Indices [MC92]. indirect [DSv94]. INDO [SS07]. induced [How91, LR91, SH91]. Industrial [Kon00, BLT94]. inducible [Ano95d]. inelastic [AIS+97]. Inequality [MHDL12, ZT90]. Infer [VBB18]. infinite
infinitely [CNP91, Dut94, YB92]. Influence [KZ94a, KZ94b]. InfoDock [Ano97b]. infographie [II90]. informatics [Pri93]. Information [Ame97b, Ame97a, Ano94m, Ano94o, Ins91a, IEC90, IEC94, IEC97, IEC98a, IEC98b, IEC99, IEE92a, IEE93b, ISO90, Int97a, ISO00, Int00, ISO04a, ISO04b, ISO10, JL93, KH13, Met99c, Met99d, Met99h, Int90i, Int90j, Int91c, Ins91b, Ins92, II91, LMJC96, ISO94, Int97b, Int98a, Int98b, Int99]. infrastructure [WFW94]. infusion [WHL92a, WHL92b]. INGRES/EQUEL [Ing90a]. INGRES/ESQL [Ing90b]. Inheritance [Mor15, DNS98]. Initial [BG97, Cas89a, CC92a, EP87, Hig91, BG94, IDVV97, Xu93]. initial-value [IDVV97]. initiation [BG97, Cas89a, CC92a, EP87, Hig91, BG94, IDVV97, Xu93]. initialisation [IDVV97]. Initiative [KLM91]. iniqton [HKS+97]. injection [PBU95]. inline [CHT92]. Innovation [ACM03]. Input [And90, And92b, Are90, MR93b, Pra90, BN96, Tho86]. Input/Output [And90, And92b]. INRIA [Glo91b]. Insight [IEE02]. Inspection [NJ94c]. Installation [BDPW98, Dig90a, Dig93a, IBM91a, IBM91b]. instantiation [DV98]. Institute [Ano94p]. Instruction [SS93, Vaj92, Cho91, HT91, KE93]. Instruction-level [SS93]. Instructional [Schxx]. Instructor [BS91b, Spexx]. Instrumentation [Bli90, Yan94a], intake [Lin90]. Integer [AMC98, Shl93b, BKK94, Hig93a]. Integers [MP93, Ric06]. Integral [AJ98, BB91, Dre92, Dre93, Smi11, CA90, Jon92a, Jon92b, Kir93, Kir98, LP90]. Integrals [Ano90, SGMS97, Som98, Car91a, Gao05, Gao06, HMT90, Mac96b]. Integrated [ASS95, BGG+94, BCC+96a, BCC+96b, CFK+94, DCZ96, JL93, BCC+97a, BCC+97b]. Integrates [FXAC94]. Integrating [AP90, CM98, LMJC96, CMVZ94, YWS+94]. Integration [HIM91, CRS90, EO94]. Intel [Ano02, BRH90, GAW96a, GAW96b, KR94, KR95, McB91, SZG95, YSMA+17]. Intelligence [BPG94, HR92]. Intel(R) [TBG+02]. Intensive [Bel90a, Bel90b, GR92]. interacting [PSO8]. interaction [DRST03, Elif98, HK+97, Sar00, Sar17]. interactions [GLS93, MMEH08]. Interactive [Ame97a, CC90, CC90a, DFL92, DDH+95, DDHW96b, FKCC96, GRE99, HBG01, IEE92a, MJRR93, NLE+20, SW94, YGS+94, Ano94k, BDPW98, BxCW01, CH96, Cur94, GMF18, HBG02, HDH+94, Hen95, Hor90, IEE90b, Ins92, Lan93a, Nag90, Par94, She91, Sil93, SW92]. InterCall [Wei94]. interchange [AK84]. Interface [AG95a, Ano94j, Ano96b, BDC+96, BKP93, BG96, BHY00, BDK91, DFL92, DDH+95, DDHW96b, FKCC96, GRE99, HBG01, IEE92a, MJRR93, NLE+20, SW94, YGS+94, Ano94k, BDPW98, BxCW01, CH96, Cur94, GMF18, HBG02, HDH+94, Hen95, Hor90, IEE90b, Ins92, Lan93a, Nag90, Par94, She91, Sil93, BBB+94]. Interfaces [BBZ94, BFKS93b, Ins91a, IEE92a, IEE93b, BFKS93a, Hen94, Ins91b, Ins92, I99]. Interfacing [All90, LMMW96, Och09]. interim [MSZ90, Ngu91]. interior [GT92a, GT94, GT92b]. Interlanguage [Mac91b, Mac91c]. intermediate [Nie92]. intermolecular [HMT90]. Internal [FWH94]. Internation [MS94]. International [ACM94a, ACM94c, ACM95a, ACM96a, Ano93m, Ano94a, Ano94i, AH92, BPG94, BV94, CKMU94, Cse99, DW94, ERS95, EPL94b, Fri94, GH94a, GH94b, Glo91b, HMTPT94, HAM95b, HS95, HS94b, HS94a, HHK94, IEE95a, IEE96, I91, ISO04a, KR9+90, Kun94, KSW93, Lev95a, NB92, PBG+95, AFKL04, Sen03, Sie94a, Sie94b, Vo93, WN90, Ano93q, Ban93, BGNP94, BLTF94, GH94c, Hua96, Sch93a]. Internetworking [Ano93b]. Interoperability [Ano93b]. interoperable
WD98, DR95b, AR06, ARB94, ARB95, CS14, CWB92, CWB94, DH84, Don90, DR94b, DR95a, GT92a, GT94, HS10, KNS95a, LFG00, Mal91, OH90, Ove91, SG95, SMSW06, WSW00, ZT90, GT92b, vV90.

Mainframes [Sha95]. maintenance [Num90c]. Make [MP93, JT94]. Makefile [Wes96]. Maker [Wes96]. Making [MP93, JT94]. Makefile [Wes96]. Maker [Wes96]. Making [MP93, JT94]. Management [BL90, JL93, Rotxx, AW94, Cle91, YH93]. Managing [RMX12, O94]. mangrove [Pel93]. Manipulation [PEP92, Goo90a, Goo90b, Wea94, AP90]. Mantel [Nan93b, RH94]. Manual [Lan90d, Sci93, Scixxb, Sun05, U.S01a, U.S01b, U.S01c, Ano91c, Ano91b, BS91b, Con91, Con92, Cra91b, Cra92, Cra93, Dig92, Dig93c, Intxx, IMS90a, IMS90b, Lib90b, IMS91f, IMS91e, IMS91b, IMS91h, Jor90a, Jor90b, Lan90c, Lah90, LMK94, MSZ90, Num90b, Num91c, Num93b, Numxx, Nagxx, Ngu91, Rap90, Sif92a, Sv90, Sch90, Sun94, Uni93]. Manufacturing [JL93]. Many [Maaxx]. MAPLE [Gom90a, Gom90b, CG96, GS98, LP05, LS04]. Mapping [EB98, LE98, HC08, MKF95, SNK06, SV95, WTW90]. Mappings [CMZ93b]. maps [SS99]. March [Ano94d, Bjo08, IEE94g, IEE97]. marine [Ame90a, LHWO1]. Mark [Num90a, Num90c, Num91b, Num93a, Num90b, Num91c, Num93b, Dumb97]. markers [CB95]. Markov [BBZ95]. Martin [ACM99, Ano98b]. Mary [Eme94, Rag95, UMM94]. MAS [SSLG91]. Maskenorientierte [Por90]. mass [CA90]. Massachusetts [KRB+90]. masse [MM02]. masses [EH77a]. Massively [DSZ94, FBZ92, IEE94a, Oed93, ASM+94, BBDR94, BBDR95, CC90, DR94a, Ger98a, Ger98b, LSW92, O'K03, OPE+95, Sta94]. master [IBM91c]. Mastering [And90]. Masters [Mit92]. match [MIN+95]. matching [Wea94]. MATFIT [Ram90]. Math [Ano92c, Kor99, EFG+05, IMS91f, IMS91d, IMS91e]. MATH/LIBRARY [IMS91f, IMS91d, IMS91e]. MathCode [FES05]. Mathematica [Tay99, Fre92, FES05, LP05, Pao99, Pao01, Pri93, Tam95, Tho97a, Var97, Ano98a]. Mathematical [AAC+04, KSW93, Mil04, Tho97a, WNO94, Ano98a, IMS91b, IMS91f, IMS91d, IMS91e, XWK95]. Mathematics [Bee01g, Bee01f, Bee01c, NRS92, Mat90]. Mathieu [Err06, EC13, Shi93b]. Mating [Rit90]. MATLAB [RBD+11, Tay99, CFFG94, DP96, DP99, DH12, LHW01, Pao99, Pao01, RBD+10, RUV+92, Rei93, Ano97d, Ano97c, Bra97d, Bra97c, FCG94, JM94, LS04]. Matrices [GP97, Ram90, Rei02, SD90, BBB00, BK06, DV98, GP94, Jon09, LW07, DL98]. Matrix [BS92a, BS92b, BS97, BD90, DL97a, DL97b, DGR92, DS94, FB12, GWL+92, Han92, Hig90b, Hig90a, JSY+20, MSC96, CZ90, DN09, DGR90, Hop02, KP93, KSM95, LS09, Pet91, Sar00, Sar17, UZCZ95, Var97]. Matrix-Vector [DS94]. Matrix-Vector [MSC96]. Maximizing [MSC96]. Maximum [BGW93, RF98]. May [ACM93a, ACM96a, DT94, Hig94a, Hig94b, Hig94c, Hig94d, HS95, HDR03, IEE94d, Met99c, Met99d, SS96, W+95, ANS95]. Maze [Gil94]. mazev1 [DG08]. mazev2 [DG08]. mazev3 [DG08]. McFarland [Mar90]. McLean [IEEE94a]. MD [IEEE02]. Means [KLA95, Bin96, Gro90]. Measure [CRD016]. Measurement [Mit97]. measurements [Cum90, Lop90, SZG95]. measuring [Fu90]. MEBDF [CC92a]. MECCA [AC17]. mechanical [AM90, ZE92]. mechanics [FTD91, GL10, San92]. mechanism [Gep90]. media [CB95, FCHE02, A093b]. MEDINA [AC17]. Meeting [Ano93a, Ano95a]. meets [Tam95]. megaflops [MMG00]. Meiko [RBS93a, RBS93b]. Memoriam [Aik07]. Memory [BR96, BP92, BGLP94, BKP93, BCF+93c, BCF+94d, BMN94, BMN+97, CL97, CMZ91, DCZ96, Ger94a, GS97, HHKT92, Ham93, HKT92b, HLJ01, KHS96, KNS95b, KMR96, KK98, Mer92b, O'B93,
PMBH93, PWD93, RSB97, Sch93b, Tal91, dSZP92, BZ99, BB02, Bod94, BCF+93b, BCF+94b, Cho92, CK91, DPZ97, Ger98a, Ger98b, GHSJ94, Hal91, HBB+95, HKT91b, HKT91a, HKT91d, HKT92c, HMS+95, JC93, KN95, KMR+97, KHS95, KNS95a, KE93, OH90, PZA93, Phi91a, RBS92, RS90a, RXM05, RA90, SSH08, SM92, SNK06, TBC94a, Tse93, Wag94, WYJ99, WW95, WI94, NZ93, vPMF92].

Meredith [Ano03]. Merge [YWS+94]. mesh [GBR15, IJCL96]. meshes [Lai92a, Lai92b]. Mesoscale [Mic97]. Message [Ano94j, BGLP94, FKKC96, KHS17, vDSP96, Ano94k, BDOS95a, BDOS95b, CHHW94, CA92, DOSW96, GS95, Kro14]. Message-Passing [Ano94j, vDSP96, Ano94k, BDOS95a, BDOS95b, CHHW94, CA92]. messages [BL94]. Metcalf [GMC96d, Gla92a, Rub93]. Meteorology [HK93b, HK93a, HK95]. Method [BM99, Cap98, DLM99b, DLM99a, GGLM88, GL90, HD93, KG99, Rhee93, WS94, YMY93, BBB00, Bin96, CM94, CC98, CA90, Dan90, DN90, Dot93, GRSS92, Gro90, HE13, HKS+97, HP95b, K192, LD90, Luc92, LP90, MN01, OM92, PW93, RBD+10, TRS91, RBD+11]. Methodology [Nan93c, CDF+93, GKH+92, Tre91]. Methods [Bor91b, Bou97, CMK00, CC95a, dCH94, EL97, Enr95, EP87, Ett92, Fen96, GKKL19, Gl90b, GHHvdG01, JSW93, KSW93, MM95, NL95a, Pao99, RS92a, Ueb97, Yam95, AH92, Bor91a, CR93, DLW+18, Don95, Edo90, EH07b, GT92a, GT94, HKS+97, KM99, KBKT94, KHC92, Mac96b, NL95b, Pao01, PR99, SCA*95, RS92b, Shi93a, SS99, Tay99, GT92b, NSWP90]. Metrics [HIM91]. Mexico [IEE94e, IEE95b]. Mixed [Ein95, Nor91, OM90, OPP00, HS10, Kir02, MWM90, Wie89]. Mixed-language [Nor91]. mixed-precision [HS10]. mixed-radix [Kir02]. Mixing [Ein95]. mixtures [BS92]. MK [Mar92]. ML2D4P [DDF10]. MM5 [Mic97]. MM90 [Mic97]. MN [Ano94p]. MNDO [HKS+97]. MNDO/M [HKS+97]. Mobile [CGS93]. mobility [LZL11]. Mode [JSY+20, Ber91b]. Model [BDOS95a, BDOS95b, DGL91b, DDHD90, DM90, OK06, GOB94, Guo01, HCLJ03, MKS94, NOL97, PMM93, PWD93, SWBO93, AFBN93, Bra94a, BMV03, CK90,
CZM93b, CMZ93a, CHM91, Coo94, DV02a, DV02b, FR94, FYR99, GS95, HBD+93, HM93, KL98, KB94, KS12, PFS+04, PMM94, Pe93, PD96, SMG91, Sch93a, STY15, STY18, SS10, Sto93, SH97, Var97, VLLY92, Yan95, YRF02, ZZN94, DET12, DCH988b, LJO05, Mic97, SH97.

Model-based [MKS94]. Modeling [Car90, CC95a, Chi91, FGRT00, FMW+94, SS00, CMP02, KHRS95, Par94, RAX10, She91, Xu93]. Models [Bel11, BGW93, CMK00, Fos93, Gar91a, Gar91b, Gre93, LJO05, MH912, RHH96, Wri91, AC16, BLL+96, CDF+93, Duv92, GF95a, Kay90, S090, Wri90a, YO95].

Modern [Bro92b, Bro92a, Cel96, HH18, HMR+15, MRC11, Mol12, NLE+20, PCS98, RMX12, AJF14, HH14, NDSG07, dL12]. Modes [GGW96]. Modification [Fuj95, SW91]. Modified [BM99, TZW+10, GST04b, Par86, GST04a]. Modular [Bro90a, FC95, GBC92, HBG+06, Hor92, UNF+08, FC92]. Module [Cou97, Kea95a, Kea96a, Kea96b, Kod11, Mit97, Sch99, Tre97, BCS01, GST12, How91, Jon95, Rei95c, SH91, Sch03, Wal93b].

Modules [Kra94, DLLR96, van90a]. Modular [Kern97, CDR99, KLA95, NSWP90, SGMS97, BCS01, EFG+05, FTD91, KSYE00, Nav95, SW092]. Molecule [XH90]. molecules [NG93, PZY16]. momenta [AC16]. Monitoring [Yan94a]. Monitors [BL94]. monohull [Mil92].


Multiple [Bre78, Bre79, BHY80, CC93, MBFC99, Mor15, Smi91, Smi98, Smi11, SB01, vV90, Las97, RBD+10, RBD+11, Smi01]. multiple-phase [RBD+10, RBD+11]. Multiple-Precision [Bre78, Bre79, Smi91, Smi98, Smi11].
Multiplication [DS94, Hig90b, Han92, Pet91].
multiplications [DN09]. Multiprecision [Bai92, Bai93a, Bai93b, Bai94, Bai95].
Multiprocessing [NV94]. Multiprocessor [BP92, PWD93, SR04, EO91, KHC92, KLN90, Phi91a, Wag94].
MultiProcessors [BMV03, CMZ91, PMBH93, Sch93b, AW94, GHSJ94, KSS90, SPS+91, SMH91, TMD13, WYJ99].
MultiRate [EL97].
Multitasking [Vai93, Nag90].
Multithreading [Nag01].
Multivariate [Dre92, Dre93, HP95a, ANS95, vK94, DCR99a, ADB94, MB95].
N-body [BSS92, FK95, NRS92, vK94, DCR99a, AD94, MB95].
N.A.Software [Bee01c]. N.S [Mo12].
N1122 [W+95, AN95]. NAG [KLM91, Bee01g, Bee01f, Bee01e, BKR+91, For95, Ma91, Num90a, Num90b, Num90c, Num91a, Num91b, Num91c, Num93a, Num93b, Numxx].
NAGWare [NR06, Ola92]. NAL [MFT+94]. Name [Cip00]. NAMELIST [Nai17]. NAS [AHOK02, NNON02, SAI95, WYJ99].
NASA [GK06, WBS97]. NASA/* [GK06]. National [Ame90b, Ame92]. Natural [NRS92, Cok93b, Nie92]. Nature [Gal91].
Navi [Far94, RX90]. NBI [FTD91].
NC [AG95]. NCAR [Mic97]. NDA [LV01].
NDP [An90b]. near [CCW04]. Nearly [Dec93]. Need [NLE+20, VCV97a, VCV97a]. Negative [Tho13].
Nekbone [GML+96]. nested [PPW94]. Nestor [SD99]. nests [GF95b].
Netherlands [An93n, An93q, DSZ94]. nets [Lai92a, Lai92b]. Network [AAN93, Coe94b, Oku95, T992, BD694, BID95, DLW+91, MIN+95, MC96].
Networking [ACM97, ACM98, GH94a, GH94b, GH94c, HS95]. Networks [HHK94, VBB95, Fre92]. Neural [Fre92].
Neutral [GOB9+94]. News [An93a, An93i, An97d, An97c, Bra97d, Bra97c, Cco03, Mar98, Ola93]. Newton [OM92, SF92]. next [RN07, DET12].
nitrogen [NG93]. NLEdit [Cur94]. NMR [SSL91].
NMSDECAY [DET12]. NMSPEC [EH97a]. NMSPEC [EH97a]. No [Dya95, GG95]. nodes [CK91, SG95]. non [Cra95, KB94, MC96].
non-azotropic [Cra95]. non-gridded [MC96]. non-uniform [KB94]. noncompact [Cal90]. nonconcentric [NVC96].
nondifferentiable [L01]. nonempirical [HK97+97]. Noninteger [Shi93b].
Nonlinear [BB91, Buc94a, Buc94b, BG93, CG92b, Kea95b, T992, WW90, Y90at, CM94].
CG92a, GT03, GT03b, GT07, HBG+05, Hop98, IDV97, Joy92, Nat92, Ren03].
NONMEM [VKB93]. Nonnegative [Dem95, Kod08]. Nonnormal [Rhe93, Cal92]. nonperturbative [NJ94b].
nonsinglet [KK95]. Nonstiff [Cas89a, Hig91]. Nonsymmetric [BS92a, BS92b, BS97]. nonuniform [Gou93]. Norm [Hig90a, HH18]. Normal [Dre92, Dre93, Lev92, Som98, KK90].
KDG99, MZM94, YK90]. normalised [DV91]. Normality [HP95a, Th90]. normalization [LP92, LP93]. normative [MSB92].
NORMUL [HP95a]. Notation [CF95, Mc96, Num05]. Note [GS01b, Hew01, KRY90, KK90, WMC97].
Notes [An93i, Rocxx, FH92, WC92, WW93, Dig90a, SM91]. November [AAN93, Coe94b, Oku95, T992, BD694, BID95, DLW+91, MIN+95, MC96].
Networking [ACM97, ACM98, GH94a, GH94b, GH94c, HS95]. Networks [HHK94, VBB95, Fre92]. Neural [Fre92].
Neutral [GOB9+94]. News [An93a, An93i, An97d, An97c, Bra97d, Bra97c, Cco03, Mar98, Ola93]. Newton [OM92, SF92]. next [RN07, DET12].
nitrogen [NG93]. NLEdit [Cur94]. NMR [SSL91].
NMSDECAY [DET12]. NMSPEC [EH97a]. NMSPEC [EH97a]. No [Dya95, GG95]. nodes [CK91, SG95]. non [Cra95, KB94, MC96].
non-azotropic [Cra95]. non-gridded [MC96]. non-uniform [KB94]. noncompact [Cal90]. nonconcentric [NVC96].
nondifferentiable [L01]. nonempirical [HK97+97]. Noninteger [Shi93b].
Nonlinear [BB91, Buc94a, Buc94b, BG93, CG92b, Kea95b, T992, WW90, Y90at, CM94].
CG92a, GT03, GT03b, GT07, HBG+05, Hop98, IDV97, Joy92, Nat92, Ren03].
NONMEM [VKB93]. Nonnegative [Dem95, Kod08]. Nonnormal [Rhe93, Cal92]. nonperturbative [NJ94b].
nonsinglet [KK95]. Nonstiff [Cas89a, Hig91]. Nonsymmetric [BS92a, BS92b, BS97]. nonuniform [Gou93]. Norm [Hig90a, HH18]. Normal [Dre92, Dre93, Lev92, Som98, KK90].
KDG99, MZM94, YK90]. normalised [DV91]. Normality [HP95a, Th90]. normalization [LP92, LP93]. normative [MSB92].
NORMUL [HP95a]. Notation [CF95, Mc96, Num05]. Note [GS01b, Hew01, KRY90, KK90, WMC97].
Notes [An93i, Rocxx, FH92, WC92, WW93, Dig90a, SM91]. November
[ACM96b, ACM97, ACM98, ACM99, ACM03, BGG94, Fox91a, HK93a, HK95, IEE90a, IEE91, IEE92d, IEE93d, IEE94b, IEE94f, IEE02]. NT [Mic93b, TAH9+01, Val93]. **Nuclear** [BPG94, KSW93]. **nuclei** [SH97, Taq16]. **nucleic** [TRS91]. **Null** [Gil94, Rib92]. **NUMA** [AW94, LP92, LP93]. **Number** [Aki99, HD93, Lev92, Moo95a, Moo95b, NCMF15, RL91, Rotxx, Sch93c, Shi93a, Smi92, Smi93a, WBS97, Wil93, Abs91, Bod94, CSC+97, CH98, LFG00, NDS96, OT93, QRH00, Sal06, She91, Wam90a, Wam90b, Dub97]. **Object-Based** [Dub97]. **Object-Oriented** [AC97a, AC97b, FB12, GRE99, KLM00, MD97, MMT09, Moo95a, Shi93a, Smi92, Abs91, CSC+97, CH98, LFG00, NDS96, OT93, QRH00, Sal06, She91, Wam90a, Wam90b]. **objective** [LN91]. **Objects** [RMX12, AFAS99]. **oblique** [DH95, YB92]. **Observations** [Mei96, PWD93]. obtain [Gep90]. **Obtaining** [LH92]. **obyknovenykh** [AZ90]. **occam** [AHZ90, Mar92, SAC+92]. **occupational** [ZMR91]. **Ocean** [BDOS95a, BDOS95b, PWD93, NJ94b]. **Oceans** [IEE94c, IEE94c]. **October** [Ano93n, Ano94a, Ano94i, Ano94p, AH92, BPG94, BT01, BGG94, F95, FGK93, IEE94e, IEE95b, IFI95, PRS99, Sch93a, Sch93b, USE94, Vol93]. **ODBC** [Ano96b]. **ODE** [Ano97c, Bra97c, BG94, Enr95, Re93]. **ODRPACK95** [ZBW07]. **oeuvre** [LMG95]. **off** [JCL10]. **offering** [Shi98]. **On-the-fly** [HKMC90]. **ONC** [RS93]. **one** [CRS90, DDH17, KS12, MCA17, SLM90, Car91a]. **one-dimensional** [CRS90, KS12, SLM90]. **one-loop** [DDH17]. **one-valence** [MCA17]. **only** [CD03, Gao05]. **Ontario** [BGG94, GGK93, HDR03]. **onto** [BN93, PWD93, WMCU97]. **OoLALA** [LFG00]. **OOPL** [dVdVI97]. **OOPP** [Wam90a, Wam90b]. **Open** [UNF+08, Wri90a, Wri91, Dig93a, Dig93b, Dig93c]. **Open-Source** [UNF+08]. **OpenACC**
Parallelisme [Cha94a]. Parallelization [BC01, BB96, BCC+96a, BCC+96b, Che92, DCR99b, Eli98, EB98, FBZ92, Fah94, Ger94a, Harxx, Ik96, Kik93, KO90, LP98a, RA90, SAS90, SF93, TLS90, TLS91, WY99, BCC+97a, DDeMR96, Kin92, LP99, RP95, STYS91, vPMF92]. Parallelize [RRM+15]. Parallelizer [Bou96, KLS94b]. Parallelizing [AAN+93, Adv98, DPR94, GB95, KLN90, RHH96, SR95, ADG96, BC97, DFRR91, GF95b, GB92, HDH+94, HDH+95, LYZ90, Mil91, PGH+90, SLY90a, SLY90b, WFW+94]. Parameter [Gar91a, Gar91b, Que00, EK01, EC13]. Parameters [BGW93, Con92, Das06, Nar95, PG10, Smi93b, YO95]. Parametric [EFP07]. ParaScope [HHK+93, KMT91]. Parent [RMX12]. Pareto [Air04]. Pariser [KS12, SS10]. Parisi [KKK95, KL92]. PARLE [HMPT94]. parler [Ain90, Ain91, Ain93]. Parlett [Koi09]. PARMACS [CHHW94, HZ99]. Parr [KS12, SS10]. Parsers [Dya94, Dya95]. Parsing [Bee90]. PARST [Nar95]. PARST95 [Nar95]. Part [Ame97b, Ame97a, Ano91a, Ano93g, Ano94e, Ano94f, App91, Bee96b, Bee96c, Bee97, SG93a, SG93b, SG93d, SG93c, FLYR99, Goo90c, Hig94a, HFMS95, IEC90, IEC94, IEC97, IEC99, Ins92, IEE92a, IEE93b, ISO90, Int97a, Int00, ISO04a, ISO04b, ISO10, YRF02, BCC+97b, BCC+96b, BCC+97a, Ein95, Goo90f, Hig94b, Hig94c, Hig94d, ISO94, Int97b, Int99]. Partial [PEP92, BGZ94, BF93a, BF93b, BC94, DJ92, MD97, Nak95a, SWM95, YKK96, HIS91, KY98a, KY98b, LS04]. partial-static [KY98a, KY98b]. partially [CDGM96, OH90]. Particle [ADHF96, CLI+N+02, DET12, DKM07, MBGK11, Taq16]. Particle-in-Cell [ADHF96, CLI+N+02]. Particles [AIS+97, Coh90, MDM05]. Partitioning [O’B93]. partir [AL92]. partition [Nie92, PW93]. partitioned [WSW00]. Partitioning [FSC93b, GB92, LPA95]. PASCAL [Dot93, Cho91, Lem93a, Lem93b, Lem93d, Lem93c, MHT96, RS92a, RS92b, RR92, Wic98, WR93]. pass [KY94]. Passing [AFAS99, Ano94j, BGLP94, FKKK96, vDSP96, Ano94k, BDOS95a, BDOS95b, CHHW94, CA92, DOSW96, GS95]. Pattern [RD92, Wei94]. pattern-matching [Wei94]. Patterns [HMR+15, MDD94, Agr94, Bec91, DG98, DRST03, RAX10, TRS91]. PC [DeT90, Ame90a, Bau93, CLI+N+02, Chu91, EN96, FH92, Ham93, Ham95a, KP92, Ku95, Lav91, PS96, RM90, Sa92, SRM90, WC92, Bod94]. PC-APD [KP92]. PC-based [Sal92]. PC-Fortran [RM90]. PCOMP [DLS95, LS90a, LS90b, LS90]. PCs [Bai90, FL91, NV94]. PCTE [HZ94]. PDE [GBR15, HRW+98, OH90, LD90]. PDEQSOL [HIS91]. PDEs [BD91, WKM04]. PDS [HKM98]. Pedagogic [And92b]. Peek [Smi00]. Peerless [Kri86]. PELT [Sal92]. PELT [PC-Fortran, MR90]. Pelitting [Sal92]. PELT [PC-Fortran, MR90]. PELLPACK [HRW+98]. Penn [Mic97]. Pennsylvanian [ACM96a]. penultimate [Met99c, Met99d]. Percentiles [AS93]. Perfect [Cyb91, VSH91]. Performance [ACM97, ACM98, Adv98, AM01, ADHF96, ACIK97, AH91, AH94, AOL49a, Aon93b, Aon93c, Aon93e, Aon93g, Aon93h, Ano93k, Aon94e, Ano94f, Ano94h, Ano94m, Ano94o, AGG+97, BGS94a, Bee96a, Bel90a, Bel90b, BBZ94, BZ99, Ben99b, BB02, BEH+94, Bon95, BCF+93c, BCF+94a, BMN+95, BMN+97, Bra94d, BCC+96a, BCC+96b, BCC+97a, BCC+97b, BGMZ92, BH90, CLI+N+02, CMT01, CC95a, CZN93b, CMZ95, CWW04, CKZ93, Cod90b, Con97,
Performance [KS02, KK211, KMBK96, KMS+, KOM93, KOe92, KLS+, KGV97, KKH94, KZ94b, Lin93, LMM96, Lov94, MB95, MC95, MSC96, MMY95a, Meh93a, Meh93b, Meh94, MVZ98b, MVZ98a, MZ00, MZ01, MH95, MCH96, Met95, MMV95, MMY95b, MR95b, MA18, NOL97, Off98, PFS+, PHH94b, PH96, Paz96, Per93, PMBH93, Pre93c, PA94, Rag95, RMC97, Sch97, SNMC93, SIOS02, SM02b, SM03, Ste93, SSG94, Ten93, Tho93, TGB+, Tse97, UMM94, Wag94, WD98, Yan94a, YGS+, YFH97, Zim02, dSL98, van94a, ALO94b, Ano93q, Ano94d, AHJS90, BCM+, Bli90, BCF+, Bre92, BM93, Car91b, Car92, CK90, CMZ93a, CMZ94a, CZ90, CDF+, Dig90b, Dig93b, DS02, Don95, Duv92, Eme94, FGG05, GH94b, God93, GML+, HS95, HP95b].

Performance [IACL96, KLV98, KKS+, KT00, KC94, Lov93, LSW92, LLH91, MDV07, Phy91a, SM02a, Sal92, SZG95, SSG97, Zos93, BFM94, Bra94c, CSM94a, GH94c, SSS08].

Performance-prediction [BM93].

Performances [DCR99b], performing [NJ94b, WJ94].

PerfVisS [KC94].

Periodic [FSV90], periodic [KS12].

PeRs [Wes96].

PERM [LH92].

Permuted [LH92].

Persistent [Kry94].

Personal [Me96, TT93, Blu91, Luh90].

Perspective [Fox94, Pap93, Smi95a].

Perspectives [Wil93].

Perturbation [GL10].

PESC [IE92b].

Peta [Zim07].

Peter [Co93].

PETSc [HKM98].

Pfortran [BCS00, BCS01, BC01].

PHPPF [BMN+, Sch94].

PH [LH91].

Phase [DD97, WW90, Cok91, KHR95, LP90, RBD+, RBD+].

Phase-Change [WW90].

phi [SG95].

PHIGS [IE90, ISO90, Am93a, Lm93a].

Philadelphia [ACM96a, Sen03].

Philosophy [NRS92].

Phoenix [ACM03].

Phonetics [An96b].

phonon [ZZW19].

Photograph [DH95].

phq [ZZW19].

Phys [Jan96].

Physical [GDS94, NRS92, TWT90].

Physics [De94, Gal91, KM90, Ano93, BPG94].

Pi [BH92].

PICT [BM93].

pictures [SHCP91].

piecewise [Dem93, Dem07].

pien [vKxx].

PIM [dCH94].

Pipeline [Che92, SR04].

Pipelined [BD96, TLS91, TLS90].

Pit [Wri91, Wri90a].

Pitaevskii [BRK922, KRG21, KYS95].

MA99.

TS06b, YSM96, YSM97. Pittsburgh [ACM96b, An95a].

PL [Sal92].

PL/ [Sal92].

placement [vK94, vHK01].

placed [SG95].

Planar [AJ98, SZ90, Tip91].

planarization [RR99].

Plane [RB99, Raj95, YK90, YB92].

planning [Gro91, MKF95].

Plans [An94, SZ98, WSL94].

Plant [Rit90].

plasma [Eli98].

Plasmodynamics [An94].

plate [Dot93].

Plates [Cap98].

Platforms [HRW98].

plots [GF95a].

Plotting [Pau93, Blu91, CM92, Ngu91].

pluribus [dVd97].

Plus [An96b, Cen91, MJS93, La97, RD92, Yan95].

PM [MB95].

PM3 [HKS+].

Point [FBWR95, Mra94, Rei96a, RD92, Sm91, TOM04, VC97b, Agt94, GT92a, GT94, IEC98a, ISO00, Sm91, Spe94, Ume91, VC97a, Wie98, GT92b, Int98a].

Point-charge [Spe94].

Pointer [LR91, MHT96].

Pointer-induced [LR91].

pointers [AZ98, MKS+].

Points [CMV09, MKFB92, La97, MNZ90, Yu01].

Poissom [Air04, Fuj95].

polar [CM94].

Polaris [FWH94, Wea94].
[AIS+97], Politically [BBF+92]. Pollution [SS00]. POLRAD [AIS+97].
POLSYS_GL [SMSW06].
POLSYS_PL [WSW00]. POLTEV [HK+97]. polygon [Deu90].
polylogarithms [NSU20, BD14]. polymers [NSWP96]. polymorphism [DNS98, DN04].
Polynomial [BD91, GP97, MP93, Aki96, Bin96, DV00, GP94, KP93, SMSW06, WSW00, WXX95].
Polytomous [Gre93].
POPL [ACM91, ACM94b, ACM95b]. Pople [KS12, SS10].
Population [CHL94, WS94, FHE95]. porosity [Tur93].
Porous [PTS92]. Portability [BEH97, DB93a, KaM10, She92]. Portable [Aro90, ADG96, BK95, Bru96a, CHHW94, CH94, Cad93a, Cad93b, CDH+94, Dec93, DB93b, DW03, FHS78, Fox79, HD93, IEE90b, KDKSH92, KDDH94, KKMP95b, KP91, dLJEB95, Mit97, RHH96, Sta94, WW92, We95, YBMCB14, Al93, AFMP95, BRH90, Bru96b, CEF+95, HZ94, Jor90a, Jor90b, KN95, KMR+97, KKMP95a, Mar92, Rap94, RL91, Wa93b, Wo92]. Portage [Pic94]. portfolio [AS92].
Porting [Bau93, BP92, Bra90, KM97, MWO95, NOL97, PWD93, SN94, Wri99, AH90, Sai95].
Portland [ACH94b, ACM99, BGPN94, IEE93d, Sch94].
Ports [PS96]. positive [GST04a, GST04b].
POSIX [Ins91b, IEE92a, Ins91a, HBG01, HBG02, Ins92, IEE93b]. Possible [HMW91, HMW93]. possibly [ZT90].
poster [Sch93b]. PostScript [Ngu91].
potential [BG93, FR94]. potentials [HK+97, HMT90, PS08]. Potts [CHM91].
Powder [MDD94]. Power [BEH97, IEE92b, Rve93, Sai95, Asb81, HT91, How91, Lib90a, Lib90b, MIN+95, SH91].
powered [Cre90a]. Powerful [DB93b, Pri93]. PowerMac [Hun00].
Powerstation [Aro93d, PS96, Mic93b, Mic93a]. PPOPP
[ACM93a, Ano95c]. PPPE [CDH+94].
PPRP [Taq16]. PPTran [KMBK96].
Practical [KOM94, KK95b, Din99, Ede90, KOM93].
Practice [PP93, ACM93a, Ano95c, KVK92].
Practitioners [Tho97a, Ano98a].
PRASCH [Gre93]. pratique [Lig91b, Lig93]. Pre [AC17, BR98, Ola95].
Pre-evaluation [BR98]. Pre-processor [AC17, Ola95]. Precise [MP93, SRH96].
Precision [Bre78, Bre79, BHY90, LH92, Ric06, Sch99, Smi91, Smi98, Smi11, HS10, KO94, Mer92a, Sch03, Smi01, Wol90].
Precompiler [Kub91a, Kub91b, Kub91c].
Precompilers [Sou91a, Sou91b].
Preconditioners [DDF10, Sal06].
preconditioning [CH98, MN01]. predict [CK90]. Predictable [Ano93b, VC97b, VC97a]. Prediction [BL93a, CL94, FBZ92, MA18, PH96, SWBO93, BL93b, BMV03, CGL+95a, CDF+93, Mi92, RTY90]. predictor [vV90].
Prejudicial [BFHH94, HKT93a, HKT93b]. PREMER [VBB18]. Prentice [McC95].
prep [EKB92]. preparatory [EKB92].
PREPARE [BBZ94, BSCV95, Vee94].
Preprocessor [RP12]. Preprints [HOP93]. Preprocessor [Hor91a, Hor91b, RY99, GMM992].
Preprocessors [LHH+91]. PREQN [MN01]. presentations [Sch93b].
presented [ACM93c, ACM94b, ACM95b, Cse99].
preservation [IEE94c]. Preserving [Cos97a, Cos97b, Ren04]. Press
[Ad93, Ano98b, Ano98c, Em94, Gar93, Kon94, Loz98, Sch91b, Tay99, Tha93, Wu93, Yan94b]. pressure [Cok91, PBU95, Ude91].
pretty-printing [Jon09].
EKB92, EFP07, FTD91, FR94, FHE95, Gep90, GF95a, Gho01, Gil01, GMHC92, HW95, HHCS95. **program** [Heu90, HM93, HKM90, Hor90, Int90e, Ins92, IDVV97, Joy92, Kah01, KKK95, KL92, Lar93, LN91, LZF11, dLJE95, Lin90, LSZ92, Lop90, MH91, MB92, Mai90, MCA17, McG91, MSB92, MBGK11, Mil92, Mir90, MM02, NY91, NJ94a, NJ94b, Neu01, Nie92, PS08, PMHC92, PT93, PW93, Ra95, RJK92, Sar00, Sat97, Sav95, SSG +10, SSG +18, SMB90, STY95, STY98, SSL91, SSM90, SS10, Spe94, SWO92, Ste90, Ste91, Taq16, TS06b, Tsa01, Tur93, Unixx, Uni93, Ude91, Var97, Swe90, WHL95, WJ94, WHL92a, WHL92b, Wiel99, WCN92, Xn93, Yan95, YH93, Yu01, ZER92, ZMR +91, ZZ99. **program-package** [AI90]. **Programacion** [Mer91]. **Programmable** [RY99]. **programmation** [Ain90, Ain91]. **programme** [II90]. **Programmen** [EMR93, Por90]. **Programmer** [Ame97a, BGA90, BGA94, BA95, BGA96, Del93, ES93a, ED99, ISO90, U.S01a, Con91, Hew92a, Hew92b, Sil92b, GMC96f, IEC90]. **Programmers** [Ano93b, Bro90b, Len93a, Len93b, Lem93c, Lou90, Manxx, Pol97, Ano95g, Glh92b, Lan93a, Lem93d, Pag95, RP93, Uni2]. **programmes** [RD91, Tro90]. **programmieren** [Ano93o, Lan93b]. **Programming** [HOP93, ACM93c, PPP93, ACM93b, ACM93a, ACM94b, ACM95b, Ame90b, Ame97b, Ame92, ACG +94, Ano94a, Ano95c, AO90a, AO90b, AO90c, BK95, Bee96b, Bee96c, BGLP94, BF01, BCM99, BEH97, CMB90, CV94, CMZ92a, CMZ92b, Che92, Coo03, Cro91, SG93a, SG93b, SG93d, SG93e, DR94a, Del98, DFL92, DB93c, Dub97, DY99, Ein91, Ein95, El90, EPL94a, EPL94b, FC95, GGW96, GRE99, GWE +05, HHLS90, HBG +06, HKK +91a, HKK +91b, HK92a, HKK +92, HKTW94, Hol94, Hug96, IEC94, IEC97, IEC98a, IEC98b, IEC99, Int97a, ISO00, Int00, ISO04a, ISO04b, ISO10, Jun93, Ken91, Ken94b, Ker93c, Kin93, Kru90b, Kry94, KP91, Lor91, MD97, Mas92a, Mas93a, MC94, MC95b, Meh93b, Mil93, MS93b, Nik93, PNM93, Rib92, RR93, Rod90, SGM98, ST95, Sm94, Sm95b, ST90, Sun95, Tal91, Tem96. **Programming** [Tre95, VCV97b, Wal02a, WR93, ACM91, AC92, AES +96, Aki99, Alt90, ASM +94, Ano99a, Ano99b, AA01, BN93, BB02, BKK94, Bod94, BR90, BL94, CHH94, CB94, CSC +97, Cas14, Cho91, CEF +95, CJP94, CDH +94, DS97, DeT90, Duv92, EPL95, EN96, FG93, FC92, Ger98a, Ger98b, Gon01, Gro91, GS95, HHH +93, HCD +98, HZ94, Hem94, HKT91c, Hir91, Hor96, Int90b, Int90m, Int91b, Int91f, II91, Ken92a, KMT91, Ken94a, KF90, KP92d, KB94, Kon92, KV92, Kug92, dLJE95, Loh10, Mar07, MC95a, Meh93a, Met92b, MKS94, Nan93a, NSWP90, NDS96, NDSG07, Nor91, NR98a, OR90, PPM94, Per94, PF96, PZA93, ISYS12, Sch91a, Shi93a, Sny07, Szy07, TJ90, Vee94, VCV97a, Wam90a, Wam90b, ZA93, ISO94, Int97b, Int98a, Int98b, Int99]. **programming-are** [HCD +98]. **programmiruyushchikh** [ES93b]. **Programs** [Air94, AG95a, AH94, Ano96c, AMKS02, AJ98, BCG94, Bai92, Bai93a, Bai93b, Bel90a, Bel90b, BCC +91a, BCC +91b, BCC +92, BKMC96, BF93a, BMM94, Bra90, Bra97b, BZ94, Bru96a, CL97, GS93, CGL +95b, CH94, Che92, Cod90b, Cok95, CHL94, CRDO16, CC93, CT90, Dec93, DDHD90, DCHH98b, DB93b, EHJ +91, EJH +93, EB98, FGL01, FB92, Fos17, Ger94b, GS97, Harxx, Hor91a, Hor91b, Hor92, HL95, HL90, HCL93, KN94, KM97, KNS95b, KMS +95, KLS94b, LM90b, LP98a, MKFB92, McB06, Mer92b, Nat00, Pao99, Pra90, RS92a, Rit90,
SWW90, SKP91, SSC00, SB01, SF93, Sze90, TBC94b, TCF94, TR96, Tho97a, WNO94, Wri91, XH90, Av94, AZ98, AH91, Ano98a, AC16, Bak91, BKG92, BF93b, Bli90, Bruf6b, CMP92, CCL04, Cha93, CGL+93, Che90, CC98, CJCJ93, CZ90, CI98.

programs [Cur94, DP99, DH95, DJ90, EMR93, EO91, FSPC+02, FCH02, FY99, Fos95, GP92, GS98, HCD+98, HMT90, HMS+95, JCL10, JC93, KRG21, KN95a, KY94, KC94, KYSV+15, KLM+19, LM90a, LP99, Lov92, Luc92, LCC+03, MMRS92, MS90, MA99, NJ94a, OK93, OPE+95, OM90, Pao01, PSEP94, Phi91b, Phi92, RM90, RS92b, RL91, RD91, R93, SFKL02, SS90, SSW91, SL90a, SL90b, SR95, SSG97, S91, Tay99, TBC94a, Tip91, UHP91, Utt90, Wam90a, Wam90b, Wri90a, YO95, YSYM+16, YSM+17, YRF02, Zah92, Sch91b].

Progress [CM94, Fei94].

progressif [Ain90, Ain91].

Project [Zim99, CDH+94, Hey94, Sha94].

Projected [SH97].

projections [Cum90].

projects [Tea94].

Prolog [MWM90].

Prolog/Fortran [MWM90].

Promise [Ano93n].

Promises [Meh93b, Meh93a].

PROMOT [Ste91].

Proof [Nis95].

propagation [CCKT86, JCL10, MS93a, SRH96, TYJ92].

properties [KRY90, Lar93, Raj95, SS90, SMB90, ZE92, ZSW91].

Proposal [DDH+95, DDHW96b, She92, Sni92, Wic89].

Proposed [Ane87, Ame90b].

prospecting [PT93].

Prospects [MVZ98a].

protein [MMEH08, Ste91].

proteins [MMEH08].

Protocols [Ano93b].

Prototype [Tse97, YYM93, FLQZ97].

Prototyping [CC92b, Kea95b].

providing [GMF18].

Proximity [BD00].

PRPQ [IBM91d].

Pseudo [BT94, NIY+94].

Pseudo-recursive [BT94].

pseudocode [Tro90].

Pseudorandom [Ham98, Jam90, Jam94, Jam96, MS00a, MS00b].

pseudoskin [AG95b].

pseudospectral [RBD+10, RBD+11].

pseudostress [LN91].

ptchg [Spe94].

Pthreads [AS14].

PTOOL [HHLS90].

PTRAN [Sar91].

PTX [SYS12].

Publications [Bee96b, Bee96c, Bee96a, Bee97].

purpose [Lan90a, SS10].

PUT [HD9+94].

PUT/GET [HD9+94].

PVM [BI95, CDGM96, DP94, DPZ97, For95, LW95b, LW95a, MWO95, OPP00, RS93].

pyMDO [MMEH08].

Python [DY99, GH18, GHN19, MMEH08, SSH08].

PyTrilinos [SSH08].

QCD [AC16, DLLR96, KLN90, Sta94].

QCD90 [DLLR96].

QCDMAPT [NS11].

QCDMAPT_F [NS11].

QD [Bai05c].

QDMC [CZ90].

QEDMOD [CZ90].

QLP [CS14].

Quick [Ame87, Ame90b].

QuickBasic [Tay99, CD92, Pao99, Pao01].

quotient [Kah01].

quotient-digit [Kah01].

R [Ame96a, Ano99a, Ano99b, Hin06, Iha06, GH18, GHN19, GMF18, LWH01, Wie94].

R.J [Gon01].

R1996 [Ame96].

R1997 [Ame97a].

R1998 [IEE92a].

R22 [KK90].

race [CFMR95].

radar [HW95].

Radial [Gil94].

radiation [SS90, Unixx].

radiative [AIS+97].

radix [Kirt02].

raising [Lib90a, Lib90b].

Raleigh [Agr95].
Random [HD93, Lev92, Wal91b, Yan95, BS13, CBTL97, DW03, FSV90, Hen94, Hen95, MNZ90, MZT90, Wol92].
Random-effects [Yan95]. Randy [Dub97].
RANEXP [Hen94]. Range [HK93c, KH93, PG10]. RANGEN [Fah02].
ranking [Cas14]. RANLUX [HJ97, Jam94, Jam96].
RANEXP [Hen94]. Range [HK93c, KH93, PG10]. RANGEN [Fah02].
ranking [Cas14]. RANLUX [HJ97, Jam94, Jam96].
Rapid [MZN90, NSU20, RKM92]. Rasch [Gre93].
RATCHET [SJ94]. rates [ZMR+91]. Rasch [Gre93].
Rapid [MZN90, NSU20, RKM92]. Rasch [Gre93].
RATCHET [SJ94]. rates [ZMR+91]. Rasch [Gre93].
Rapid [MZN90, NSU20, RKM92]. Rasch [Gre93].
RATCHET [SJ94]. rates [ZMR+91]. Rasch [Gre93].
Rapid [MZN90, NSU20, RKM92]. Rasch [Gre93].
RATCHET [SJ94]. rates [ZMR+91]. Rasch [Gre93].
Rapid [MZN90, NSU20, RKM92]. Rasch [Gre93].
RATCHET [SJ94]. rates [ZMR+91]. Rasch [Gre93].
Rapid [MZN90, NSU20, RKM92]. Rasch [Gre93].
RATCHET [SJ94]. rates [ZMR+91]. Rasch [Gre93].
Rapid [MZN90, NSU20, RKM92]. Rasch [Gre93].
RATCHET [SJ94]. rates [ZMR+91]. Rasch [Gre93].
Rapid [MZN90, NSU20, RKM92]. Rasch [Gre93].
RATCHET [SJ94]. rates [ZMR+91]. Rasch [Gre93].
Rapid [MZN90, NSU20, RKM92]. Rasch [Gre93].
second-order [IDVV97]. Secrets [Mit92].
section [Mir90]. sections [Hor90]. SEEK [Sav95]. Segmented [HCLJ03]. segodnia [GU90]. seismic [CB95, Joy92, Mai90].
Semantical [DJ92]. Semantics [PEP92, EB98, Guo01]. Semantics-Based [PEP92]. semiconductors [LZL11].
semiempirical [HKS+97].
seminar [AFKL04]. Semana [LMR+97]. Senans [BLT94]. sensitive [Hu93]. Sensitivity [Hor91a, Hor91b]. sep [Koi09]. sep-inverse [Koi09]. separable [CDGM96, GBDB97]. Separated [Lie94a, Lie94b, OM92]. Separated-form [Lie94a, Lie94b]. separator [Cok93a]. September [BLT94, BV94, FK95, IEE94c, Sch93b, Van95].
Sequence [Hig94d, KNS95b, KNS95a]. Sequences [TR96, BD93, CH96, Ste91, SV95, TRS91].
Sequent [Cod90a]. Sequential [HMW91, HMW93, SR95]. Serial [SWH15, BF92, GS98, HWS09]. Series [DL99b, DLM99a, EPL94b, Rit90, SAC+92, App91, Eme94, GL10, GM99, Hw90b, Hw91a, Hw91b, Kay90, Mat90, PW93, Sat97]. Server [Ano93a, Ano96b, Sch93a, ABB+91].
Servers [Teo01]. Service [Kri86]. Set [BCC+96a, BCC+96b, DDHD90, DCHH88b, DCHH88a, FGG09, KHS96, KN94, Lin93, Per93, Pre93d, RFS98, van90b, An95g, BCC+97a, BCC+97b, C90, DLR96, FPR01, FGCL05, Has06, TS06b]. Sets [AMC98, CGL+95b, JB01a, JB01b, Wal92, BxCW01, CGL+93, KHS95, PW93].
Seventeenth [NRS92]. Seventh [BBG+95, HS94b, HS94a, MS94]. Several [MMY95b, GBR15, MMY95a]. Severe [Wic99]. sFr [Ano97a]. SFUN [IMS90a]. SFUN/LIBRARY [IMS90a]. SI [Sai95].
Shadow [GRE99]. Shadow-Object [GRE99]. shallow [NY91, Ste90, ZZN94].
shallow-water [NY91, Ste90, ZZN94]. Shanghai [IEE97]. Shape [Cos97a, Cos97b]. Shape-Preserving [Cos97a, Cos97b].
SHARE [Ano93a]. Shared [BP92, BGLP94, BKP93, BMMN94, CL97, DCZ96, PMBH93, PWD93, BB02, Bod94, DPZ97, Ger98a, Ger98b, OH90, Phil91a, WYJ99].
SIAM [BBG+95]. sic [RBD+10]. Side [Fuj95, CH92, HK90]. Sierra [Pre93b, Van94b]. SifDec [GOT03a].
SIGACT [ACM93c, ACM94b, ACM95b]. SIGCSE [Ano95b]. Signal [SD92, SD93]. signals [Ame90a]. signatures [Pre99].
Significance [SD90]. Significant [GKKL19]. SIGPLAN [HOP93, HOP93, ACM93c, PPP93, ACM93b, ACM93a, ACM94b, ACM95b, Ano95c].
SIGPLAN-SIGACT [ACM93c, ACM94b, ACM95b]. silicate [SLS91]. silicon [SM90]. SIMD [GGW96, KL93, Rot93]. similar [HD05].
Simple [Wal92, BC19, Ngt91, YB13].
Simplices [BCE93, CC03]. simplification [Nat92]. simplified [CK90, DN04, Shl98].
Simplifying [MP93]. simulate [FHE95, MB92]. simulated [GF95a].
Simulating [MMEH08, Wic99]. Simulation [ADHF96, Chi91, Cok95, DFS95, Ger94a, Hun00, KR94, KR95, LMK94, MDD94, MMV95, PTS92, SMSY02, Ten93, BD93, Bra94a, Cz90, Cra95, DCR99a, GBC92, GAW96a, GAW96b, Hen90, KSYE00].
KD99, Lef93, MWM90, MSZ90, Nan93a, Neu01, Ogi02, Sre92, Tal94, Tre91, Uni93, WHL92a, WHL92b, van90a. Simulations [GPS99, MB95, SM02b, Cah90, DLL96, FCHE92, KTO0, NSWP90, QHR90, TOC18]. Simulator [OC94, SMSY92]. Simultaneous [CJL97, SB01]. Sinc [SS99]. Since [NRS92]. sine [Mac96b]. Single [EB98, MR93b, Bai95b, Bar94, Cok91, NH90, VK93]. single-expression-use [NH90]. Single-Input [MR93b]. single-step [VKB93]. singular [Gao05, Gao06]. SISAL [CF90]. situ [SS90]. Sixth [Ano94a, HK95]. Size [Gil91b, Gil91a, Coh90, Gil01]. sizes [Kir02]. Skew [BSV16]. Skew-Hamiltonian [BSV16]. Skew-Hamiltonian/Hamiltonian [BSV16]. SL-GMS [She97]. Sleightholme [GMC96b]. SLEUTH [GM97]. SLHPF [BD9898]. slicewise [SMG91]. Slicing [DS94]. slickenside [Gep90]. slide [NIY94]. slide-windowed [NIY94]. slip [YRF90]. slower [Sal92]. small [FHE95]. Smith [Ano98b]. SMMP [MM98]. smoothing [Dem03, Dem06]. Smoothly [PS96]. SNA [KSW93]. Sneak [Smi90]. Society [IEE94g]. SofTech [Sp94]. Software [Ano92c, Ano95f, Ano96b, Ano97b, Ano97d, BGK92, BCP94, BLL99, BD91, BMR91, Bou97, Bra97d, BGG92, CFFG94, DLM99b, Don91, DV92, DC92, FC92, FGCG94, GGL98, GL90, GWL92, Gen96, Her90, HS94b, HS94a, Hm90, IFH95, Iha96, Ken92b, K091, LM97, MKF90, MGH93, NS92, Sch07, Ueb97, WNO94, Ano97c, AP90, BHLT09, B097, BT01, Boo81, Bra97c, CMZ94, CH93, CT985, Don90, DPZ97, FG93, Fos95, GBC92, Hop02, Kas93, Kor99, Lav91, LS95, Mac96b, Mac96a, Mil91, Nag90, Osh92, Paj90, RBD910, RBD911, AKFL04, Ren96b, Smi91, SMH91, Tal94, WKM04, Ano93p, UM93]. Software-Entwicklung [Ano93p, UM93]. Solaris [Sun93]. Solution [BSV16, CT95, DL97b, DPO92, Dr93a, Dr93b, GWL90, HIS91, MD97, MKF92, PPR97, RFS98, Rhu90, WW90, Dr95b, AR90, AZ90, BHLT09, Dr94b, Dr95a, Duf90, GWL910, HS10, Hop03, IDV97, KKK95, KL92, OH90, Pri93, RPL96, RR99, Ste90, Tea94]. solution-gas-drive [Tea94]. Solutions [BBG94, Nan95a, Shi95b, AF92, CW92, FPR01, GST90a, Has06, Rib90, Sch91a]. Solve [MR93b, MR95a, BKRG92, PS98, TS06b]. solvent [BDD95]. Solver [Fat94, LZ97, NR98, CK91, GBDB97, HIS91, HS10, OM92, PZY16, Rei93, RS09b, TS06a]. solver.Scientific [BG94]. Solvers [DL97a, Pry99, AR94, AR95, HBG95, SSH98, dSL98]. Solving [Ano92c, Bro97, Cas89a, CC92a, Edg92, Ein91, GWL92, GM97, Hig91, HRW98, Ric95, Sab95, TT92, WR93, Cho91, GT03, GT07, GDS94, Hop02, KRG21, KM90, KF90, KF92d, KKY99, LP95, LD90, NY91, RBD910, RBD911, Sil93, SMSW96, TJ90, WSW90, YSV916, YSM917, ZT90]. Some [Bra94c, BKR91, Che92, SG93a, SG93d, Ein96, FBC96, HK93c, McC96, Per94, Tay97, Bra94d, BLL96, Cof93]. Somerville [Som97]. son [II90]. SONGS [OC94]. Sons [Ano96a, Ano98a, Ano99a, Ano99b]. Sopron [Fer92]. Soputurowe [nY90]. SOR [Yam95]. SOR-like [Yam95]. SOURCE [SON93]. Source [KMBK96, SD99, UNF98. AC17, Che91, FTP904, SOP93]. source-to-source [AC17, SOP93]. sou [Pic94]. South [ACM93c]. SP2 [GMS95, Sai95]. Space [AF92, CMP92]. Space-time [AF92, CMP92]. spacetime [Rib02]. Spain [ACM95a, EIE92b]. SPARCompiler [Sun92b, Sun92a]. Sparse [Bou97, CCL91, DL97a, DL97b, DGL91b, DGL91c, DGL91a, DR93a, DR93b, FB12, LP98a, MSC96, PPR97, Pet91, Rei02,
UZCZ97, DR95b, CCL04, DR94b, DR95a, DV98, Du90, HS10, Hop03, LP99, RS99b, SZ95, UZCZ95, UZCZ96, dSL98, Dvy90, DV01, DV02a, DV02b, DHP02, sparticle [EH07a], Spatial [RD92, AM90, SZ90].

SPECFUN [Cod93a, Cod93b]. Special [Ano94m, Cod93a, Cod93b, Hig94c, Hig94d, KS02, NR98b, SF92, W+95, ANS95, IMS90a, IMS91f, Lan90a, Mac96a].
special-purpose [Lan90a]. Specialists [IEE92b]. Specialization [Bla00, KKZG94, KKZG95]. speciation [WRL90]. species [Lar93]. Speciﬁcation [Ano93g, Ano94e, Ano94f, Ano94m, Ano94o, Hig93b, FHK+90b, Fox91a, Hig94a, Hig94b, Hig94c, Hig94d, CS90b, FHK+90a, Fox91b, MKS+96, SKM94, ZBC+92, Zim92, Hig92]. speciﬁcations [CC98, Sha94]. speciﬁcites [DV93]. speciﬁed [PSC+95]. Specifying [Bla00]. Spector [Mol12]. spectral [Eli98, GS95, MH91]. Spectrometers [SS90]. spectroscopic [BG93]. spectrum [DKM07, HIK90, Cas14]. speculative [RP95]. Speed [ARB94, ARB95, Ano93j, BD95, Lee90, Lin90, OM92]. Speed-up [ARB94, ARB95]. Speeding [CC93]. SPG [BMR01]. Sphere [Ren97a, Ren97b, NV91]. spherical [NY91, NV91]. SPICE [Wri99]. SPIDER [FSPC+02]. spin [BKRG22, HHC95, KR21, PS08]. spin-1 [KR21]. spin-orbit [BKRG22, KR21]. Splancs [RD92]. SPLASH [Hol90]. Spline [MKF92, Ren93, Ren90, WKM94].Splines [Cos97a, Cos97b, Lai92a, Lai92b, Yu01]. SPMD [RLS90, Wal92a]. Spotlight [Ano95f]. spring [IEE93a, Sto93]. Springer [Ano97a, Hop97]. Springer-Verlag [Ano97a]. Springs [Ano94l]. SPRNG [MS00a, MS00b]. Spyglass [Ano96b]. SQL [Che91]. square [BBB00]. square-reduced [BBB00]. Squares [Dem95, Sou91a, Sou91b, CS14, Dem97, Dem06, Dem07, GT07]. SR [Cra93].


CJL97. Standard [Ano94], DET12, Don91, DV92, DB93a, Ins91a, Ins91b, IE92a, ISO04a, Ano94k, Ano95d, BN96, Don90, DOSW96, DHP02, Ins92, II91, Met99c, Met99d, Rap94, Am90b, AC92, Ame92, Ano94o, Ano97c, Bra97c, Ell90, Nag02, RN07, Vi94]. Standards [Fei94, FKKC96, Ano94n, Ano94o]. STAR [Coo95]. STAR/MPI [Coo95]. Starbase [LS90c]. started [SB92, Ti91]. STAT [IMS90b, IMS91g, IMS91h].

STAT/LIBRARY [IMS90b, IMS91g, IMS91h]. STATCN [PE94]. STATCW [PSPE94]. State [IEE94e, IEE95b, KA+92, Mic97, MR95a, Nak90, CHM91, DIW+18, GRSS02, HM12, Ude91]. State/NCAR [Mic97]. statement [ALS91, HKS95]. Statements [Bee90, BBZ94, KHS96, SO94, GG95]. Static [G97, YKK96, AC97, Bet97, CGL+95a, KY98a, KY98b]. Stations [WNO94]. Statistic [Nan93b, RH94].

Statistical [Gen96, Hin06, Iha06, Mil04, Scho97, IMS90b, IMS91c, IMS91g, IMS91h, LS05, PSPE94, PW93]. Statistically [GKKL19]. Statistics [Gil94, HFMS95, MJR93]. Status [DZ98, MVZ99a, Nak95c, Nak95b, Ste93, Zim02, MVZ99b]. stdio.h [Lev97]. Steele [Eme94, Rag95]. Stations [WNO94]. Statistical [Nan93b, RH94].

Statistical [Gen96, Hin06, Iha06, Mil04, Scho97, IMS90b, IMS91c, IMS91g, IMS91h, LS05, PSPE94, PW93]. Statistically [GKKL19]. Statistics [Gil94, HFMS95, MJR93]. Status [DZ98, MVZ99a, Nak95c, Nak95b, Ste93, Zim02, MVZ99b]. stdio.h [Lev97]. Steele [Eme94, Rag95]. Statistics [WNO94]. Statistical [Nan93b, RH94].

Still [Met92]. Stochastic
Stockholm [HAM95b]. Stokes [Fat94, RRX+08]. STOL [How91, SH91].
StopWatch [Mit97]. Storage [Hig94d, Rotxx, SVD96, Cra95, SDv98].
store [KH93]. storm [CDF+93]. storm-scale [CDF+93]. Strassen [Han92].
Strategies [BB96, DCR99b, MCAB+02, PCS99]. Strategy [RRM+15, CCJ93].
stratigraphic [CM92, CB95]. stratigraphy [MB92].
stream [MSZ90, YYX+07]. stream-aquifer [MSZ90]. streams [BS13]. Street [Eme94].
Strength [Kon00]. stress [Gep90]. STRGRH [YRF02]. STRGRV [YRF02].
strike [YRF02]. strike-slip [YRF02]. Strings [Coo97, SM90, IEC94, ISO94, Int00].
strip [WW94]. STRIPACK [Ren97a].
Structures [ASS93, ASS95, Ett90, Ett93, Ett96, Ett97, Lin93, Mas93a, Per93, Ves91, Alt90, DR94b, Ell81, GRB15, IJCL96, KF90, KF92d, Mas92a]. structure [Ain90, Ain91]. structures [KGV97, Smi93b, Unixx].
STSI [Kay90]. Student [Cam13]. Student-Oriented [Cam13]. Students [Pif96, WR93, Cho91]. Studies [Hor91a, Hor91b, KNOR04]. Studio [Sun05].
Study [BF01, Buc94c, GLPE97, GS01b, KR94, KR95, McC96, MM98, Pre93c, RRM+15, SN94, AJF14, Bri00, CHM91, CZ90, CHT92, DS97, EKC95, GF95a, Gil01, LCD91, LSW92, MS93a, RTY90, SLY90a, SLY90b, VSH91].
Storm [BGKZ91, GM97, Pry99]. Style [Mol12, SKP91, SS00, Val90, dL12, Kes92].
suan [yKxx]. Sub [Tay97]. Sub-languages [Tay97]. Subprograms [Tay97]. Subroutine [Amo90, BS97, CT95, Cas89a, CC92a, Dem95, FJS97, Hig91, Kod08, Kri86, MR93b, MR95a, Ram90, TT92, BS92a, BS92b, Coo94, Dem97, Dem90, GP94, Kay90, Kir02, SHCP91, Wol91].
Subroutines [BSVI6, BFKS93b, BL90, BGW93, CV94, DGR92, HC92, HC94, JSY+90, JP95, KN94, MGH81, PPR97, RG90a, RFS98, Shi93b, ZBL97, BBB00, BK06, BFKS93a, Das06, DGR90, Err06, EC13, FPR01, GRW07, Has06, Hop03, IMS90a, IMS90b, IMS91c, IMS91b, IMS91f, IMS91d, IMS91e, IMS91g, IMS91h, Kea92, Ker90, Lai92a, Lai92b, Las97, MN01, MN11, Pre99, RG90b, RPL96, RR99, XWK95, DGL91b, DGL91c].
subscripted [CCK90]. Subscripts [SSC00]. Subset [Ano93c, Ola96, Gla92b, Par86, MCH96]. subsets [Shi98]. Subspace [BS92a, BS92b, BS97, Ram90]. substitution [CHT92]. subsurface [Tur93]. SUIF [WFW94]. Suite [DG94, SF02, WMMW97, DS02, DFRR91, HJJ+00, HBG95]. Suited [HD93]. summarizing [BK99]. Summary [Bee91, SZAB98, IBM91]. Summit [HDR03, BC19]. SUNDIALS [HBG+05].
SunSoft [Ano95g]. SUPERB [ZBC94]. Supercomputer [Ano94p, DKMS91, GAW96a, GAW96b, ST90].
Supercomputers [Ken92b, LW89, Car91b, Car92].
Supercomputing [ACM94a, ACM95a, ACM96a, ACM96b, Ano93q, HK93b, IEE90a, IEE91, IEE92d, IEE93d, IEE94f, Kar95, KSW93, BBFK92, HK93a, KT94].
SUPERFLUID [BS92]. supernode [Mar92]. supersonic [Dan90].
Supersymmetric [DKM07, DET12, MDMA05]. Support [ASS93, AH94, Ano94a, Bra00, BGS94b, BLW02, But95, CFK94, CCL04, FBZ92, HKT92a, Ken94b, MR95b, OP98b, Sch96a, SZAB97, TBC94b, AES+96, AH91, Bro03, DNS98, HDH+94, HDH+95, HKT91c, HSM+95, II90, PSC+95, SPM+94].
supported [San92]. Supporting
Supports [CCL01]. SUPRENUM [Hem94, AHJ990, McB91, ST90].
Supremum-1 [McB91]. Surface [Ren97a, Ren97b, Tre91, Yu01, Aki96, BDH+05, DV00, RBS93a, RBS93b, Ren96b, Ren04].
Survey [FKL94, Paz96]. SuSpect [DKM07]. SusyBSG [DGS08]. SVM [BGNP93, BGS94b, Ger94b, GB95]. SVM-Fortran [GB95, Ger94b]. Swansea [Bar92]. Sweden [HAM95b]. Sweep3D [CDMC06]. SX [MAH+02]. Sylvester [GWL+92, Hop02]. symbol [AP90]. Symbolic-numeric [GDS94]. Symmetric [BMV03, NV94, DR95b, CS14, DR94b, DR95a, Duf04, HS10, Raj95]. Symmetry [Cod90a]. Symposium [ACM94c, Ano97d, BF93a, Bra97d, BKR+91, Cre90b, DGS94, GDS94, Ger94a, Ger94b, GB95, Gro90, Gro91, HHK94, IEE92a, IEE94g, ISO90, KAS93, KO91, Koo90, MS94, Oed93, Ody92, Sar91, SP91a, SP91b, WW90, YMY93, AS92, AKLS88, AKB+57, BL94, Che91, CFPS94, CK91, Cra90, Cra91a, GV92, GL10, GDB97, Gro91, HHCS95, Heu90, Hir91, IEE90b, Ins92, Ing90a, Ing90b, KM+97, Kik93, KLN90, KKY99, KV92, Lev94, LSZ92, LHHJ91, LMK94, MCH96, Mic93b, MSZ90, Nar95, PSG03, PSC+93a, PDS+93, RS09a, So93, Sat97, She91, Utt90, WHL95, Bel90a, Bel90b, Fah94, GR92, HK+91a, SSW91, Yan94a]. System-Harry [YYM93]. System/3090 [SSW91]. System/390 [GR92]. System/6000 [IBM93, Bel90a, Bel90b]. Systematical [NJ94c]. Systems [AM97a, Ano94a, BPG94, BD91, BBG+93, BMNN94, Cas89a, CC92a, Che92, CFGG94, dCH94, DR93a, DR93b, FB92, FGGC94, Ger94a, HC92, HC94, HBB+95, Hig91, HR92, Hum00, IEE94g, JL93, KZ94a, KZ94b, MKFB92, MR93b, MR95a, RFC90, Ri90, SM03, SS96, TOML04, Tho97b, DR95b, vDSP96, AR06, Ano91b, AM90, BBB+94, Bar92, BB02, Coo95, Dig93a, Dig93b, Dig93c, DR94a, DR94b, DR95a, Duf04, EO91, FH90, GBC92, HS10, IEC90, ISO90, IDV97, JC93, Kea92, KNOR04, KS12, Le93, Lie94a, Lie94b, LHW01, Nat92, PZA93, Ple93, SS10, SMSW06, Wag94, WS90, ZA93]. systems-using [GBC92]. Systolic [MCK92]. Szeged [Cse99].
T [Ad93, Ano98b, Car90, Kon94, Loz98, Yan94b, Gil01, SAC+92]. T-Series [SAC+92]. T3D [MW95, Oed93, SZG95]. T3E [PSG03]. table [Car91a], tables [DI90]. TAE [Cen91]. tails [EO94]. TAKE [vK94]. Talk [Zim02]. talks [Schr03]. Taming [DH12, Sa95]. Tangent [GK06].
TCP/IP
Teaching
Technique
Technology
Teaching
Technique
Technique
Technology
Telescopin
Temperature
Template
Template-Driven
Templates
Ten
Tennessee
Tension
Testing
Tests
Theory
T-beta
Thermal
Thermodynamic
Thick
Thin
Thin-walled
Thinking
Thinning
Third
Thompson
Thread
Thread-Safe
Threading
Three
Three-Dimensional
Thresholds
Thrust
Tight
Tight-Binding
Tim
Tiny
Tiny-Ninety
Time-dependent
Time-domain
Time-varying
Time/Run
TNSPack
TNSPackage
Today
Tomographic
Tomography
NVFNP93, Ren96a, SNK06, Taq16, YK90.
two-dimensional  
[CA90, Gao06, GF95a, Gou93, Ren96a].
two-hole  
[Taq16].
two-level  
[SNK06].
two-particle  
[Taq16].
two-pass  
[KY94].
two-way  
[CB95].

Type  
[CMKH03, Kea95a, Kea96a, Kea96b, 
SGMS97, Coo94, IEC98b, Int98b, Pre99, 
RD91, RMZ05]. Type-Driven  
[CMKH03].
typed  
[RD91].

U.S.  
[FKL94].

Uhlig  
[Ano97a, Hop97, TDMC97].

Ultra  
[Car91b, KO94]. Ultra-high  
[KO94].

Ultra-high-performance  
[Car92].

ULTRIX  
[Ano91b]. UMFPACK  
[MFK09].

UML  
[NCMF15].

Uncertain  
[GG95].

Uncommon  
[Mac96a].

Unconstrained  
[Bou97, Buc94a, Buc94b, 
Koa95b, MCH81, NS92, Got03a, Hop98].

Understanding  
[Scixxa, Scixxb].

Understanding  
[BF93a, ZB94a, BF93b].

Unexpected  
[CHT92]. UNICOS  
[Cra91b, Cra92].

Unidimensionality  
[Ham95a]. Unified  
[CFH+93, HBD+93, uniform  
[KB94].

Unimodular  
[SM94]. Uniprocessors  
[Kar96]. unit  
[Sim93b]. Unitary  
[ARS92, ARS94]. United  
[Boo97].

Units  
[CRD016]. Units-of-Measure  
[CRD016].

univariate  
[Kay90]. universal  
[Cum90, MZT90]. University  
[FH90, IEE95b, NBC92, Sen03, Bee01g, 
Bee01f, Bee01e, Cam13]. Unix  
[Ano93b, Che90, Lou90, Phi91b, Phi92].

Unknown  
[Pre94a]. UNPACK  
[BR96].

unrealized  
[VKB93]. unsteady  
[Ude91]. unsteady-state  
[Ude91]. Unstructured  
[MR95b, PDS+93, SM02b, SM03].

Unsymmetric  
[DR93a, DR93b]. unum  
[dVdVI97]. unweighted  
[GH18, GHN19].

up-to-date  
[DiN99]. Update  
[Car90, Nar95]. Updated  
[TOML04, MBGK11]. updates  
[Ano92b]. Updating  
[RG90a, RG90b]. Upgrade  
[Ano96b]. Upgrading  
[Red95, GMC96a].

upward  
[McG91]. upward-continued  
[McG91]. usvneniina  
[AZ90]. US$49.95  
[Got01].

USA  
[IEE96, ACM96a, ACM97, ACM98, Agr95, 
Ano94i, Ano94p, BBG+95, Ban93, BGNP94, 
HS94b, HS94a, Hua96, IEE94g, IEE94d, 
IEE02, Kar95, PBG+95, Sen03, SS96, USE94].

usable  
[KT94]. Usage  
[SF92, HW95, Mol12, dL12]. Use  
[Bru96a, HHL980, HK93b, HK93a, HK95, 
Lk93a, Schxx, Ste95a, Wal00, BK98, Bru96b, 
Cah90, Cre90b, FKL94, MS9+96, MWM90, 
NH09, Tre91]. used  
[KDG99, Wir90b].

Useful  
[SG93a, SG93d]. User  
[And92a, ABB+95, BBB+94, CM93b, CZ90, 
Con92, CF994, dCH94, HK9S1, IMS09a, 
Lib90b, IMS91f, IMS91d, IMS91e, IMS91g, 
 IMS91h, MSZ90, Ngu91, Scixxb, Sim95a, 
Sou91a, Sou91b, U.S01c, WHL92a, WHL92b, 
ZT90, Ano91b, Bak91, CSS90a, CSS90b, 
CSS91, Cur94, Dig93c, Hor99, Int90b, Int90d, 
Int90e, Jor09a, Jor09b, LMIC96, Par94, 
PSC+95, So93a, Uni93]. User-friendly  
[CF994]. user-specified  
[PSC+95]. Users  
[CK93, IMS90b, LMK94, Shi98, Sun92a].

uses  
[BOPC05]. Using  
[AMC98, AGM20, AG95a, Ano90a, 
AHOK02, BBZ95, Bee01d, Bee01g, Bee01f, 
Bee01e, Ben99a, BM99, Bou97, BCC+96a, 
BCC+96b, BH90, CLIN+02, Chi91, CL94, 
DL97b, Don91, DV92, Fah94, For97, HBG01, 
Her90, HFT94, HFT97, KTO0, LK93b, 
Lev97, Lz97, Mat90, MR95a, NL+20, 
Nan93c, NKR98, PFS+94, PPR97, PHD+95, 
Pre93a, RRM+15, RFS98, SZM98, SD92, 
TR96, Vio90, YKK96, Ben00, BKK94, 
Blu91, BL91, Bra94a, BID95, BCC+97a,
BCC+97b, BW96, CF90, CRS90, CK86, CC98, CDGM96, CA92, CFP94, Dan90, DDCMR96, DS97, Don90, Dot93, DH95, Eli98, Eric90, FGBN19, FPR01, GBC92, Guo93, GSHA94, HHK+93, Han92, Has06, HHS90, Hop93, KY98a, KY98b, Kea92, KMT91, KS12, KV92, LP05, LN91, MH91, McG91, Ogi02, RBD+10, RBD+11, Rei93. using [RPL96, RR99, RD91, SM02a, Sav95, SOP93, SS10, SD93, SSS99, VSH91, WO96, WTW90, Yan95, Yu01, YB13, ZMR+91].
Utah [Bee01c, Bee01d, Bee01e]. Utility [OC94, Pra90, Rap90]. utilizing [Cra95].
Utrecht [Ano93q]. UX [TOML04].
Variable-Length [Cou97]. Variables [Maaxx, CCK09, NVFNP93, Str05, vV90]. Variably [Ros93, TOC18]. Variance [KKH10, Mra94]. Variants [DS94].
variational [ZNN94]. VARIATM [LN91]. variogram [KDD99]. Various [Don91, Dv92, AC16, Don90]. Varying [IE94, Int90, HM93, ISO94]. VASE [JBBH93]. VAST [Int90e, Pre93a, Pre93b, Yan94b]. VAST-2 [Int90e]. VAST-90 [Pre93a, VAST-HPF [Van94b]. VAST/77to90 [Pre93b]. VAST/77toHPF [Van94b]. VAX [She91, Dig90a, Dig90b, Dig93a, Dig93b, Dig93c, Mac90, Phi91b, Phi92, VKB93, Vio90, Wei91a, Wei91b, Wei93, Wei91c]. Vector [BV94, Che92, DDP94, GPHL90, KZ94a, Kul95, KZ94b, LP19, LH+91, MSC96, ONT95, PAK+90, Sab95, SAC+92, Sul91, TIUC90, CK90, CTS96, CR91, KSZ90, NIV+94, Pet91, SSS99, Swa84]. Vector-Pipeline [Che92]. VECTORFORTH [Rod90]. Vectorial [MDD94]. vectorised [GS98, KSYE00]. Vectorizable [TYJ92]. Vectorization [Che92, KO90, Oe91]. vectorized [FSS90, Heu90], vectorizers [Fu90]. vectorizing [LCD91, VKB93]. Vectors [TR96, GMF18]. velocity [Tur93]. vent [Coo94]. VENTCF2 [Coo94]. ventricle [VLL92]. Verification [Ni03, AK93, AFK94]. verified [KN04, Wal93a]. Verlag [Ano97a].
Version [Hud91c, IBM91a, IBM91e, IBM93, KM90, Num91a, Pas95, Scixxb, Sch99, Sch97, U.S01a, U.S01b, U.S01c, AI90, And02, BG94, CZ90, dCH94, FGBJ91, Hud91b, Int90f, Int90g, Int90h, Int90l, Int90i, Int90j, Int90k, Int90m, Int90n, Int91a, Int91b, IBM91c, IBM91d, Int91c, Int91d, Int91f, JCL91, NS11, SSG+18, She91, Sto93, VKB93, WRL90, ZT90, ZBC+92, van90a, vH07, Hig92, Hig94a, Hig94b, Hig94c, Hig94d, Met99c, Met99d, Ano03]. Versions [CFGG94, FGCG94, GK06, BDOS95a, BDOS95b]. Versus [BH90, Vel97, CF90, CCO93]. vertex [FTP904, NH90]. vertical [CNP91]. Very [USE94, CCJ93]. Vesta [CFPS94].
Vetterling [ADL93, Gar93, Kon94, Loo98, Yan94b]. VF [CK90, Lin93, Per93, Pet91]. VFC [Ben99c]. VHLL [USE94]. VI [Ano94a, BV94]. Via [FKKK96, Ask99, BDH+05, Das96, EDA96, Hig93a, KK94, PAj90, RP12, SS99]. viable [LD87]. Vibrations [Cap98]. Vienna [Ben95, Ben99c, BGS94b, CMZ91, CMZ92a,
Workshop [PEP92, Agr95, Ano93m, BPG94, CKZ93, DT94, DW94, Fer92, FK95, HK93b, HK93a, HK95, IFI95, Kum94, PBG+95, Sch93a, Sch93b, Smi95a, Wie94, Ano95g, Ban93, BGNP94, Don95, Hua96].

Workstation [AOL94a, AOL94b, KC94, Num91a].

Workstations [Bau93, Coe94b, BID95, DOSW96, Lan93a, SR95].

World [HR92, SIOS02].

WRAPGEN [Bru96a, Bru96b].

Wrapi [Sar94].

Wrapper [AS14, FCHE02].

Write [Dec93, See04, Cah90].

Writer [Ano97b].

Writing [NRK98, Que00, Wes96, Ano92b].
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